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LOOKING AHEAD TO THE CITY

SOUTH THOMASTON OFFICIALS CALL Police Investigate

BUDGET AND DEPARTMENT NEEDS

TOWN MEETING FOR NEXT THURSDAY, Damage To

THE FIRST IN COUNTY THIS YEAR

Edward Ericson

By Rid Cullen

-miffwns /eave t/iem tA&vf

Fishing Boat

South Thomaston has scheduled
Members of the budget com- ' A Rockland fisherman. Frank
the first town meeting in the mi-ttee are: Willard Brown. Rob- Larrabee of Carroll’s Lane told
county this season, leading off ert Waterman and Alfred Erick- police Thursday that his boat, tied
son. the selectmen. Also, Allard up at the Perry Coal Wharf, had
the series of community business
Pierce. Randall Hopkins, Alfred been boarded and a number of
sessions
which
will continue Harjula. Wallace
Bragg and , items taken away.
through March.
Harry Waterman.
Larrabee said a number of tools,
First Selectman Willard Brown
School budget requests will to- a bronze propeller and a fire exsaid Thursday that the meeting tal $16,785.00. Also, there is an i tingiusher were missing. Cons derwill be held the evening of Thurs item of $4,591.21 for payment of I able damage was reported to the
day March 1 at 7 p. m.. at the the town's indebtedness on the boat by its owner. Larrabee said
Central School. Registration of Central School to the Maine two batteries were damaged, a
School Building Authority.
carburetor damaged and gas lines
voters will start at 6 p. m.
Within the warrant there is an , cut.
Efforts are being made to pre
pare the school's huge basement article to determine whether or | Police are conducting an invesarea for the meeting, a move not the town will officially accept 1 tigation of the incident,
which waits only the approval of the equipment of thc South Thom
the state fire marshall as to exits. aston Volunteer Fire Company.
In Article 36. the town is of Taxpayers Gain
Brown commented that unless
fered
the sum of $500 to be known Two Day Delay
there are most unusual appro
priations approved at the meeting as the Capt. Horace C. Allen Trust
Fund with the income from the i Because 1956 is Leap Year, an
that the tax rate for the coming
fund to be used to aid the nautical additional two days will be autoyear will remain the same.
education of any resident of the nxatically granted taxpayers who
Appropriations recommended by town.
must file and pay their Federal
the town budget committee total
income taxes by April 15. And,
$34,493.21.
since there is a Feb. 29, April 15
Items in the town warrant but Municipal Court
falls on a Sunday, making the
not carrying any recommenda
Two men pleaded guilty to pass succeeding day the legal dead
tions of the budget committee in
line date for the filing of 1955 re
ing motor vehicles on hills in
clude :
turns.
Rockland Municipal Court hear- i Actually it is the earnest hope
The sum of $210 for Knox Hos
ings Thursday morning.
of Commissioner of Internal Revpital.
Wilbur E. Choate of Union enue Russell Chase Harr ngton
Funds for the improvement of
Westbrook street. The road con pleaded guilty to passing a school and all of revenue’s regional cornnects the 'Keag and Georges bus that was stopped on Route 17 missioners and district directors
in Union on Feb. 17. He was fined that taxpayers will not insist an
River road.
$20 and the case was continued availing themselves of this slight
To see what sum of money the
until Monday for payment.
delay, but will find it not only
town will raise to support the
The other man. Lloyd Walker, possible but desirable to prepare
Knox County Chamber of Com
24, of Stockton Springs pleaded and file their returns in February,
merce.
guilty to passing a car on a hill or maybe March if they absolutely
Additional street lights in the on Route 1 in Rockport Feb. 22. can’t undertake the project earlier
community.
He paid a fine of $10 and $3.70. in the year.
A gift of $25 to the Maine Pub State police were complainants in
Notable psychological advanlicity Bureau.
both instances.
tages accrue from the early
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CUCCINELLO JURY RETURNED VERDICT OF
GUILTY OF ASSAULT AND BATTERY ON
DONALD POOLER AT MIDNIGHT FRIDAY

transportation of children to the
lake and overnight camping. An
The Municipal Recreation De
partment will seek an increase in assistant athletic supervisor for the
summer will cost an additional
?/<•
funds in the May budget request
$350.
to be presented to the City Coun
The $1,400 total for playground
cil, according to Director Edward
supervisors represents a substan
Ericson.
tial increase in pay for the fou.
He said that the $16,000 alloted
girls hired as supervisors at the
last year was not sufficient to
playgrounds and who also double
carry out a full time pro
as supervisors at the lake. Thc
gram in the city the coming
year. A fund totaling $22,400 will budget last year was $640. The
1
assistant athletic instructor for
be requested.
summer is a new position.
The department manages thc
Competitive games, such as
Community Building and pays the
softball and baseball, have re
building niaintainance staff as
well as operating the playground quests which increase the budget.
He will ask $240 for sports officials
program in the summer and the
*
swimming area at Chic.kwaukie and $500 for baseball and softball
Lake. This winter, skating areas diamonds.‘ plus aid from the h ghhave been added to the program. i way department. Also, $600 for a
Ericson presently receives a backstop for a softball diamond
salary of $4,000 per year. He will at South School.
3.
The playground equipment fund
ask that it be increased to $4.6000.
which, he says, is below the state will be $260. Playgrounds activi
IBS
.
.
.
________
ties such as arts and crafts will
average for like jobs.
require
a
fund
of
$200,
he
esti

Photo
by
Cullen
Although the city has had a rec
Sheriff Willard Pease and Clerk of Courts Pearl Borgerson lead the Cuccinello panel from the court
reation department for several mates. There is also an item of
is B
house for dinner shortly after 6 p. m., Friday. The 12 jurors were under guard of Pease and Deputies
years, it has never been on the $300 for miscellaneous equipment
John Rainfrette and Charles Foote, Sr. They were served in the small dining room In the Thorndike Hotel
wh
ch
includes
supplies
for
game
basis on which it is now opera
and were forbidden to converse with any person outside the Jury members.
IBj
ting.
Previously, there was one rooms at the Community Build
The jury charged with deciding the fate of Anthony Cucci
full time director employed and ing.
At the Community Building,
at one time a part time depart
nello returned to the courtroom at midnight Friday to render a
which is now a city responsibility
ment head.
verdict
of guilty of assault and battery after eight hours and 20
and
city
operated,
he
will
ask
Ericson was brought here in
June of last year and has in a few $6,000 for janitors who also double
minutes of deliberations.
months remodeled the department on supervisory jobs through the
The verdict came a few minutes after Justice Rudman had
Supervision of the game
and instituted several new fea year.
returned them to the jury room at 11.30 after an hour and 15
tures as well as revitalizing the rooms in the building will require
LS
program in effect when he ar a fund of $960.
minutes spent in the courtroom as the court recorder read back
Supplies for the building gen
rived.
to them certain parts of the testimony heard during the trial.
Area playgrounds for grade erally will require $1,800, plus
Justice Rudman, after hearing Foreman Fred Perkins, Jr.,
$2,880
for
the
rental
of
pinsetting
school children were put into
operation the past summer at machines in the bowling alleys.
deliver the verdict which had been awaited since mid-afternoon,
North School, South School, Tyler This item includes full mainten
adjourned court until 9.30 a. m. Monday.
School and at McLain School. One ance of the pinsetters for the year.
h
The estimated cost of bowling
Justice Rudman deferred sentencing of Cuccinello until
supervisor was maintained at each
playground with Ericson oversee pins for the year amounts to $1,100
Monday, and permitted him to bail until that time.
for the 100 sets usually used in 12
ing all four.
The Cuccinello case evidence innocence until he is proven guilThe much discussed swimming months play. Replacement of
was turned over to the jury at ty and that he be guilty beyond
area at Chickawaukie Lake was bowling balls will amount to $84.
started and considerable progress Repairs in the bowl ng alley and
(Above, blueberry growers meet with processing company representatives Thursday evening in 3.40 p. m. Friday afternoon after the shadow’ of a doubt.
Rockland.
From the left, front row, are Al Nagelberg, president of the New York fruit and produce a 20 minute charge by Justice
resurfacing
of
the
alleys
will
cost
made toward a municipal recrea
Mrs. Cuccinello Breaks Down
firm bearing his name; Clifford 31. Richards of West Rockport, Thomas iR. Winston of South Hope and Abraham Rudman.
tion area. The task of cleaning $400.
At this point the quiet of the
1 Earl Titus of Rockland. Back row, from the left, are Joseph Nagelberg, treasurer of the company;
Anthony Cnceinello
Following the morning’s trial
the area, establishing a beach and
Income to the city from the Charles L. (hilds of South Hope, Darius Joy, Jr., of the Farm Home Administration and Herbert L. Tib
courtroom was broken by the
proceedings
when
Attorney
Gen

leveling land in some spots and bowling alleys, rentals and other betts of South Hope. Winston is chairman and Kiclnrds is secretary of a committee of growers to in
sobbing of Mrs. Cuccinello who af- ■ Rubin referred to the burst of
eral Frank Harding continued his
filling in others was carried out fees paid the city have amounted vestigate the possibility' of reviving the fresh blueberry industry here in Knox County.
ter four days of constant appear- laughter that arose following the
summation to the jury, Harold
largely by donated trucks, earth so far this fiscal year to $4,500.
Knox County Blueberry Growers R. Winston of South Hope. Earl outlet for the blueberry growers
ance in court beside her husband, opening announcement of his deRubin, attorney for Cuocinello, be
moving equipment and labor. Cost The city fiscal year starts on July met for the third time this week at Titus of Rockland.
Charles C. on a commission merchant basis
broke down under the strain.
fense Thursday morning.
gan
his
address
to
the
silent,
seri

to the city was held to a mini 1.
Childs
of
South
Hope.
Herbert
L.
receiving
10
per
cent
for
thc
sales
Justice
Rudman
declared
a
reHe referred the Jury to the re
the Thorndike Hotel to discuss fur
ous panel.
mum.
Items of General building main
Tibbetts of South Hope and Darius
He would set up a preliminary
cess until 130 p. m., when Rubin cent murder trials in Mississippi
Rubin,
began
by
telling
the
jury
ther
details
in
a
proposed
plan
by
In his budget for the year ahead, tenance at the Community Build
returned to his summation to the where he claimed the jury was In
Joy, Jr., county supervisor of the processing plant in West Rockport
he was not so much concerned
he will ask $500 for the erection ing appear in the budget each Al Nagelberg, New York fruit and Farmers Home Administration.
jury.
to take care of the county nrodtimidated by this mob psychology.
with the finding the jury may re
produce company head, to revital
of a bath house at the lake and year and vary with conditions.
Speaking his full allotted hour, He told the Jury to have the cour
Representing the company were uct.
turn
but
more
with
the
way
in
$350 with which to pay a lifeguard
A suggestion which he offers is ize the fresh blueberry market in
he again spoke of the mob in the age of their convictions asking
Nagelberg said this week that
Al Nagelberg and his brother.
which they came about it.
at the swimming area.
the establishment of a shuffle Knox County.
streets. "Public opinion is diffi them to consider "what brought
the
recent
trend
toward
frozen
Joseph Nagelberg. treasurer of the
Meeting Thursday evening were
Supervisory personnel for the board court and facilities for other
Mob Rule Or Justice?
cult to face when you are on the on this demand for blood.”
berries has all but diminished thr
company
of
which
At
Nagelberg
swimming area at the times it will games for older people at the Pub members of a committee set up
other Side.
You cannot reason
He then summarized the Cucci
fresh
blueberry
market.
He
be
“
There
exists
in
the
streets
of
I to work out the details of the plan is presdent.
be in use by regular classes of the lic Landing.
lieves that working on this com- this community a mob." Rubin with this mob. You cannot use nello defense saying thc respondThe
committee
plans
three
recreation department will be
During the past months he has and compose a letter to be sent
mission basis it will provide the told the jury, "It is up to you if logic or argue as to what is right
tContlnued on Page Sixl
meetings to be held next ,
.
,
, _
drawn from the playgrounds. He provided facilities for a club for out to county growers notifying group
°
1
farmer a greater margin of pro we shall have this mob rule or or wrong" Rubin continued.
week
in
different
sections
of
the
will ask a fund of $1,400 with older people, has organized and them of group meetings scheduled
fit on berries sold for the fresh justice.”
Feeling in Courtroom
county to answer questions on
which to pay supervisors. Also, directed a Teen Council for high for next week.
market.
;
"In every corner of this ci’y
"We have even felt this Insid
methods
and
supplies
involved
in
Committee
members
attending
there will be an item of $200 for I school age youngsters and has set
Meetings were held at the South and state a man is pre-judged in
ious feeling creeping slowly into
j up a hot rod club, square dance Thursday night’s meeting were: the plan.
Hope Grange Hall Tuesday eve- the stores, the homes and street
this very courtroom," he said.
Nagelburg has proposed to the ning at which time the committee corners," he said,
club, junior and senior archery Secretary Clifford M. Richards of
club and a badminton club for West Rockport. Chairman Thomas group his desire to operate as an was appointed.
This committee
He advised the jury that they
adults in addition to routine rec- I-----------------------------------------------------mot Wednesday evening at the must consider this case on the
LEADS AGAIN
THIS SUNDAY'S
reation schedules.
j
Thorndike Hotel in Rockland and evidence presented within the
The Kiwants Club donated a
:
again Thursday evening.
courtroom regardless of the con
- NOW SPECIAL
television set a short time ago and fcj
The letter will be sent to grow- sequence they may meet afterFeb.
26,
1956
FREE
GAS
INSTALLATION
that has been put into U6e in one
ers next week asking for their wards with those who disagreed.
of the game rooms.
ij
SBRVKL
He asked the jury to apply two «ROAST LEG OF SPRING LAMB*
attendance at the group meetings
After going over his budget last gj
to discuss details such as crates. rules of justice in their dellbera- '
No Deposit on
$1.85
week, he noted several items B
Held boxes, cartons, advances to tions. Cuccinello’s presumption of
Regulating
which could be deleted, such as 1j
Other Selections Available
growers by the FHA. dust ma=
baseball or softball areas, if the g ’
At the
EVERY MORNING
or Tanks
terials, insurance, picking, burning preparation of returns, revenue
city recreation department could 0
supervising land.
Other related olfioials said. Including peace of
♦ Thorndike Hotel ♦
obtain use of thc huge South f
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
’ subjects will also be d.scussed.
j mind, removal of a task which
Athletic
Field.
The extensive
An impartial report on the ben- can grow more difficult when post- J Served from 12 Till J P. M. I
6.00 A. M.
plant, built by the Rockland School feflts to growers participating in poned. and a better personal or
MobMoMl
District at a cost of $55,000, has . .
this plan will also include frozen business budgeting program
I so far been used only for football
berry processing, will be an- through knowledge of the indlvidThe Dental Office of
[ games.
nounced next week.
ual or business tax picture. And
| He observed that the area could
•Other members of the growers'
any assistance needed may be obDR. EMERY HOWARO
Sponsored by
accommodate both baseball games
committee are: E Ashley Wal- tained more
readily in earlier I
Will Be Closed Feb. 25th
Harris Marine Co., Portland
and softball games at the same
ri
ter, Jr., co-chairman, HarryStew- weeks of the filing season than j
MS MAIN ST.
TEL 1
COB. PARK and t’NION .ZS.
Until April 6th
time and likewise serve as a playKOCKLAXD. MX
B
art.
Leslie
Harrington
and
Leeduring
Its
closing
stages,
they
emI
TEX. 1155
24-26
I ground area.
;Ss, man Oxton.
, phasized.

Blueberry Growers and Processing Men Meet

Al
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6 Million Families
Uso Bottled Gas.
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Chamber Chat
By Ralph Bartlrtt
It

human to

is

shrink from

making decisions which force us

to think differently or to work
Only cherished plans or |

harder.

conviction of new profits have any
right to push a person around that
way. Contentment or even resig
nation to the demands of our day
are not easily achieved. Thus it
is not strange that no one ever
wants to take a chance on losing
whatever degree of them that
they have acquired.
Because this comes under the
heading of “Human Nature.” this
impressive label fools many into
believing that no community
progress can ever be made which
requires extra exertion, either
mental or physical, since each
man sees himself at the end of
his rope, unable to share an extra
ounce of effort without losing
some of the contentment he feels '
he has earned the right to pos
sess.
The fact that communities do
progress bewilders such people, i
Like old sun worshippers they at
tribute it to a particular spot on
the earth or the possession of
some physical token which in it
self is always the result of the
visible progress achieved by men
like themselves, w’ho were not
fooled by the goals of human na
ture but rather accepted human
nature in terms of its untapped
Fortunately, progress has iu;
own way of nudging us along. It
persists in asking the question of
what are we going to do if we re
fuse its course.
Progress right now is nudging
Rockland even harder than it did
back in 1867. when on an evalua
tion of $3 204 000 the conservative
owners of the city borrowed
$650 000 to bring a railroad here.
The Immediate profit of all of Its
freight to Rockland. I will ven
ture, was never as much as one
half of that from our present, one
way Main street. Also. I will ven
ture than even in their best days
Rockland banks never had so
much money nor Rockland people
so much sound credit over and
above the total personal needs of
its people.
We can recognize the signals
progress is revealing, or. we can
ignore them. Wouldn’t it be wise
for us to start taking out our pen
cils and figuring where aggressive
action or inaction are going to put
us In the next 10 to 20 years.
Our present school system and
its history and the unnecessary
yearly premium we are paying for
our inertia is trivial to what in
ertia can do to us if we drag our
heels while growth is the order of
the day.
Your Chamber and
Council will react to your Judg
ment.

VINALHAVEN
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
Tel. 172
Col. Cleaves of the Jackson Me
morial Laboratories at Bar Har
bor will be in town Monday. Fell.
27, to speak to the Health Conn- j
ell, P.T.A., and all other Interested
persons on the research work being
carried on at the Jackson Memo
rial Laboratories Time and place
are the Union Church vestry at
7.30 p. m
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knowlton
and son. Brad, have gone to Bos-1
ton where Mr. Knowlton has em
ployment.
The Husbands and Wives were

The First Major
Boxing Event
In Maine History!
KlCiA/

k

BANGOR

AUDITORIUM
•

Monday Evo, Fob. 27 •
Main Event—10 Rounds
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MARTINEZ
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> Welterweight
—Vs.—
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PAOLO
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MELIS
Italian Welterweight

Champion
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.

, - PLUS -

OTHER GREAT
BOUTS

A

Seats 4.00-2.50-2.00-150 Ui Inc.
Tickets Now at

GOODNOW'S PHARMACY

Three Times a Week
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1848. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette In 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855.
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
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Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.
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Orett Robinson Receives Unusual Honor

IN TOURNEY PLAY, CAMDEN

AND UNION SQUADS ELIMINATED

/

EDITORIAL

LET'S LOOK AFTER OUR OWN
A crying shame and one concerning which active steps
should be taken at once is the annual loss to the State of
Maine of an estimated 19.000 young men, simply because
there is no place for them to go within the state.
These are young men of ambition and promise, edu
cated for their life work by and in the State of Maine, but
not content to spend their lives piling boxes in a grocery
store or peddling stockings over a counter at $40 00 per.
They want a good life, a job that will give them a secure
place in some community with suffeient income for them
to maintain a good home and raise and educate their fam
ilies properly.
They seek the State over to find adequate positions and
eventually are forced to find their life work in another
state where opportunities are more plentiful, and thus
they are obliged to leave their native Maine 19.000 strong,
every year.
Somehow we should do something about this. We
should see to it that opportunities are not lacking for our
young people on the threshhold of life, and we should avoid
the strange anomaly whereby we place young men from
out of State in what top jobs that are available.
The new industrial outlook of Maine sparked by Carl
Broggi could well be the means of creating a great num
ber of heretofore non-existent opportunties for young men
in Maine. There is nothing wrong with the education and
natural ambition of Maine boys for they are sought after
by great firms in other States, and more often than not
rise to high executive positions.
In this new era just blooming for Maine let’s see to
it that Maine born and educated beys and girls are given
every possible opportunity.
Let’s look after our own.

THE INTELLIGENT METHOD
The residents of Vinalhaven and the officials of the
Burnham & Morrill Co. are approaching the island’s highly
serious problem in a sane and sensible manner.
The high costs of operating the Vinalhaven processing
plant compared to other B & M factories led to its closing
and resulting distress on Vinalhaven. The company showed
a complete willingness to do all in their power to reopen
the plant and the fishermen, plant workers and Vinalhaven
Development Association displayed an equally good atti
tude.
The result was a meeting with all interests represented
and expressing their views. The problems were discussed
freely with friendliness and a desire for co-operation re
placing the rancor so frequently present at such sessions.
It is the hope of all concerned that the factory maj’
reopen in May, specializing on hake and aiming at a pro
duction approaching two million pounds.
How much better such a meeting of minds in place of
an argumentative get-to-gether.

A POLITICAL CREDO
Many politicians, all too many we feel over the nation,
seem to believe that if they do not conform to the demands
of the leaders of organized labor they will stand small
chance of being elected to office. They confuse the de
mands of the leaders with the fair-mindedness character
istic of the great mass of workers, and they forget the fact
that in many a campaign the labor voters have been more
influenced by the sober-thinking of their women folk and
families than the fiery oratory of organization leaders.
These fearful politicians should take a look at the record
of Gov. Lausche of Ohio wno has been elected governor of
that highly industrialized state five times.
Yet Lausche has steadfastly advocated the “right-towork” law -which is anathema to the high moguls of organ
ized labor. Lausche frankly admits he voted for Taft, and
In spite of that was elected governor on the Democratic
ticket in ’52 while President Eisenhower was sweeping
the state by half a million votes.
The average American, be he a member of the A. F. L.
or the A. M. A., resents pressure applied to him in any de
gree and from any’ quarter All any politician needs to do
is to be true to his honest convictions without fear or favor,
and his chances of success are good.

BEAVERS DOWN PORTER TO STAY

Recipient of a certificate from the Hartford (onn., branch of the Allstate Insurance Company
Thursday at Sears. Koehuek Store after bring chosen the All American Policy Holder from the New Eng
land area. Orett Robinson of Thomaston is congratulated by Robert V. O'Brien, claim manaecr for the
company, as Alvah M. Welch, store manager of Kirkland's Sears. Roebuck and Co., and Albert Harjula,
.ales representative, look on. Robinson, a retired teacher, was chosen because of the policy he has held
with the company since 1932. the second year after the company was formed. He also has two brothers
and a nephew with a total of four policies with the company. Robinson has never filed a claim with the
company. Other factors in the choice were Robinson's interest in civic affairs and his work as teacher.
The Insurance company was founded hy Sears, Roebuck and Co nearly 25 years ago.

The Rockport Beavers proved to I ond seeded Lisbon in a game
be the only Knox County team to marred by excessive fouling by
survive the first round of play at both clubs as the game progress
ed. Of t’he final count of 55-49 the
the Western Maine basketball
two clubs picked up only 32 points
tourney in Lewiston Thursday as each from field goals with fou1
they came through with a 53-4$ shots accounting for the remain
win over Porter High.
der and for the victory margin.
Union went down by a 67-4$ Four Camden and two Lisbon men
score as they met top seeded Clin left the game via the foul route
ton in another Class S game and before the contest was over.
Camden dropped a 55-49 decision
Lisbon pulled out in front dur- 1
to Lisbon in an Class M game.
ing the first period and was head
Rockport gained its win the hard ed only once although Camden
way coming from behind late in 1 drives1 closed t’he gap on several
the contest to take a favored , occasions.
Porter High club, as Butch Far- ' Many spectators felt that there
ley put on a one man dribbling 1 were few characteristics of good
and scoring spree which netted basketball after the middle of the
three quick baskets and provided third period when hard driving
the necessary edge.
and dissatisfaction with many of
With
Porter controlling the the calls had stirred up players
boards much of the time because of both sides and a generous por
of superior height Rockport shot tion of t'he spectator group.
carefully through most of the ball
Dick Kinney with 18 and Rus
game to give them a game per sell Loring with 15 carried the
centage of over 40. In the final j scoring burden for the winers. Jim
period, in which put the ball game 1 Dinsmore. Dickie Leonard and
away, the Beavers shot only 10 Bruce Leach with 16. 10 and 10
times but converted on seven of points were the only Mustangs
them.
who were able to connect well
Foul shots kept the Porter during the game.
Summaries:
crew in the game and provided
them with their mar-gin in the
Rockport-Porter
early part of the game as they
Rockport (53)
had exactly twice as many free
Rf, W. Farley 11(5); If. Winslow
throws awarded as did the Rock
1; c, Pound 1(2). Jones 1; rg. C.
port club. During the entire first
Farley 2(2). Nape; Ig. Wentworth
half the Beavers had only two 6.
free throw chances w’hile Porter
Porter (48)
was converting 10 out of 15
Rf. Day (1). Pease 2(2); If,
chances.
Ridlon 7(8); Hannaford; c, Ronco
It was not until late in the 4; Watson 3(5). Welch; lg. Moore.
fourth period that the Beavers
Period scores:
could catch the Porter five and
Rockport
14 22 35 53
only in the final two minutes that Porter
19 28 37 48.
they were able to move out in
C'ltnton-Union
front.
Clinton (67 >
Butch Farley with 27 points took
Rf. Pooler 8<4>, Barnes 4(1); If,
top honors for the contest with
Porter forward Arthur Ridlon Hunter 8(3). McKenney; c, Wil
liams 2(4). Beals; rg. Jones 1,
dropping in 22 for the losers.
lg, McLellan
Jn the other Class S contest in Hanscom. Watson;
volving a Knox County team 2(1), Foss 2.
Union (47)
Union found top-seeded Clinton too
Rf, Calderwood 6(5). Berry; If,
powerful and dropped rapidly be
hind after a second period rally. Hanley (I). Morine; c, Linscott
Down six points at the quarter the 5(1), Hilt 1: rg. Ludwig 2(2), Han
Union lads cut the margin to four nan (3); Ig, Williams 2, Walker,
at halftime but the second half Austin.
Period scores:
was all Ctinton.
15 31 51 67
Clinton forwards. Larry Pooler Clinton
9 27 39 46
and Leroy Hunter, teamed up to Union

favor. A large percentage of the
million
vacationers
who
visit
Maine each year pass through
AND LEGISLATURE IN EFFORT TO
Rockland. Almost all of them are
looking for new places to see. A
OBTAIN ADEQUATE FERRY SERVICE
ferry that would make fast, freThe Vinalhaven Development shown that our greatest deficiency quent trips
to our communities
Association is moving ahead rap- is the lack of adquate transporta- should lure
many thousands of
idly in an effort to provide ade- tion. This is true not only in our new visitors.
Many will probably
' quate transportation to and from class but also in that of simlarly want to build summer homes here
the mainland for island folks.
situated communities everywhere when they learn that transportaThe transportation committee ot
“In the past, when life was tion to the mainland
fast and
the development group has this more leisurely, our semi-isolated easy,
weeksent a letter to
all island position had someadvantages. I “Better
transportation
will
residents,both year around and Now, how’ever, people don’t want greatly increase our chances of
summer. On the committee are to be isolated; they want to be obtaining new industry because of
A. Everett Libby, Carl B. William
able to get in nnd out of a place as the ease and speed with which the
Ralph I Brown. Clyde L. Bick- quickly as possible.
The same is manufactured product can be sped
ford. James Calderwood, Harland true of industry. Unless an in- to market.
A. Townsend. George B. Dyer, dustrialist can move his goods to
“Will growth cause a great deal
Gosta Skoog. Hollis A Burgess and market quickly and economically
of
disruption to our community?
Irma Carlson.
he won’t consider establishing
Will the privacy of many of our
himself
in
any
community.
The letter explains the situation
people be invaded? Will hit-orthe island folk now find themselves
“It is perfectly clear that the fi
miss construction spoil the beauty
in of needing industry and not nancial burden of providing adeof the islands? There is no need
having the transportation neces- , quat
transportation connot be |j for any of this. Bv taking advantsary to properly care for it.
borne, either in whole or in part, | agp pf thp a|Jvice Qf zQning ;inJ
It asks favorable action in the , by the citizens of this community, j planning cxpPrts cmploypd by thl.
March town meeting on a request What, then, is the solution? We ‘ state we can guide our destiny in
I score 20 and 19 points respectiveto allow' the Association to pro believe that said solution has been the shape we want it to take.
ly to take game honors and give
ceed with its explorations as to provided in the experience of
“A “Yes” vote on the resolve
j the winners a good margin. Ken
solutions. Also, to prepare legis- ] other communities
that have
Calderwood and Mahlon Linscott
lation and to present a proposal ’ faced the same situation, namely
progressive, dynamic people, do
topped the Union scoring with 17
for the “Bridge District” to legis- the communities of Deer Island,
ing our level best to solve our pro
and 11 points.
lature next winter for state fi- ' and of Beal’s Island. In each
blems.
nancing of a ferry and ferry ter- ; case the state has built a toll
In the final M contest of the
“Whereas the island of Vinal evening Thursday a scrappy Cam
minals.
* bridge, financed by a bond issue,
The letter and the resolve are j at absolutely no expense to the haven is some thirteen miles from den club w’as out roughed by sec
published below;
! communities involved. With this the mainland and the present fai precedent at hand we feel that w’e j cilities permit only a few’ of the I now, therefore, be it
“To The Voters:
the ! are perfectly justified in asking ; Inhabitants to travel to the main“A majority “Yes’1 vote on
“Resolved by the citizens of
) land within anY one daY; and
accompanying resolve which will similar treatment by our state.
i Vinalhaven in Town meeting as“Would better transportation |
Whereas the adequate develop- I sembled that proper legislation be
be presented at Town Meting will
give us the authority to further actually help all of us to obtain a I men^ of the resources and poten- prepaid for introduction in the
explore the possibility of obtaining . better living? In the experience i tilaties of the island are depend- state legislature providing for the
better transportation to our com- I of other communities, and in the ; en^ on
accessibility to the rest creation of a “bridge district’’, to
munity by means of a state-fi-J opinion of those who should know, •
the State; and
be financed by state bonds, for the
nanced, state-operated, ferry.
there doeesn’t seem to be any' “Whereas the Inhabitants of the purpose of building and operating
“Atempts to obtain more in- j question whatsoever that it will, j island do not have the financial an adquate ferry service to the is
dustry and more tourist business I “Our position, and our many resources to provide for adequate lands of Vinalhaven and North
I for our island communities have I natural advantages, are all in our transportation to the mainland, Haven.”

V.D.A. GOING TO TOWN MEETING

IJshon-Cainden
Lisbon (55)
Rf. Curtis 2(8); If. Kinney 7(4).
Breton: c. Kroken 1<2). Starbird
(1). Pohle; ng. Russell 5(5). Soychak 1; l*g. Jordan (2). Maxey.
Camden (49)
Rg. Dinsmore 5(6). Fugel 1; If.
Pitman 2(2), Mitchell (1). Whitei house; c. Leach 2(6); rg, Leonard
4(2), Hurl'burt; lg. Richardson,
Leadbetter 1.
Period scores:
Lisbon
19 30 46 55
12 23 34 49

Camden

Classified
action

THE FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE---- EDUCATION
Education the nation over is today faced with its great
est challenge. It can be the means of carrying forward
Christian civilization and human error, or through failure
it can be the direct cause of dropping the world back into
an era comparable to the Dark Ages.
The answer to this question rests in the hands of the
public officials in Rockland, Maine, and in every other com
munity, large and small, throughout the land. Teachers
alone are not the answer.
They must have public support expressed through
public authorities for the schools and the teachers cannot
meet the great challenge of Communism without adequate
financing.
It is doubtful if the citizens and officials appreciate the
great responsibility the present situation of world affairs
has placed on education as an institution. It must so well
prepare the young people of the country for citizenship in
the American Republic that the false lures and baits of Red
Russia will be to no avail.
That, not the teaching of this subject and that, is the
one real job of education in America today, and If we fail
in producing men and women of tomorrow qualified and
prepared for citizenship and its privileges and its respon
sibilities, the United States with its freedoms cannot sur
vive.
It is only through adequate, intelligently administered
education and preparation for life in every hamlet and
every great city that the American way of life can prevail.

entertained Wednesday evening by
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson.
A turkey supper was served and
a social evening enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Lane enter-,
tained Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway
and Mr and Mrs F^angtry Smith
at a dinner party Wednesday,
night
The Mad Jems met with Mrs.
Annette Philbrook on Wednesday
evening. Punch was served and a
social evening enjoyed.
The Vinalhaven Fire Dept. de
serves a great deal of credit for
their efficiency in bringing the finunder control so quickly on Wed
nesday morning at “Jack's Res
taurant" and keeping it from
spreading to the other buildings.
Mrs. Rita Hall was hostess to

delicious lunch was served.
Th** monthly meeting of the
I.C.M.S. was held at the Medical
Building on Wednesday night.
A birthday party was held Tues
day evening in honor of Mrs.
Priscilla Ames at the home of her
mother. Mrs. Lottie Polk. Mrs.
Ames received many nice gifts. A
lunch wa.c served featuring a
birthday cake made by Mrs Vera
Johnson. A social evening fol
lowed.
Rev. W. S. Stackhouse will take
for his sermon Sunday morning
the subject ‘Lover Under a Micro
scope.” There will be special mu
sic by the choir. At the 4 o’clock
service the pastor will speak
largely to youth and for those who
are young at heart. The subject

Hurry, hurry and you might win $50,000
Your present car may win you one of 7S5 huge cash and travel prizes!
Like to win a barrel-full of money? Then
hurry! Just a few days left in Plymouth’s
fabulous $150,000 Lucky Motor Number
Sweepstakes. First prize, $50,000. All you

do is take proof of ownership for your 1950

or newer car (any make) to any Plymouth
dealer, and register the motor or serial num
ber on the free entry blank. Nothing more.
Hurry to your Plymouth dealer (who has
official rules) —and you might win $50,000!

I

785 PRIZES—$150,000 IN ALL!
1st prize —$50,000

2nd prize—world trip
f.r two by air, ply, $5,000

3rd prize —$5,000

4th prize-$3,500

5th prize —$1,000
50 prizes of $500
75 prizes af $250
100 prizes of $100
555 prizes of $40

You Can Enter with Any Car, 1950 or Newer

... It Pooen't Have To Bo a 1

Thu car that** going placou
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK SEES

TALK OF THE TOWN

NEW ENGLAND ON THE UPSWING

Page Three
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PENOBSCOT’S MEN OF STEAM

Blue and Gold

Banquet Held By

Credit for much of New Eng- phasizes the following facts
Cub Pack 203
Being in part a preview which is later to appear in book form under the same name.
land’s
industrial
revitalization
Coming Events
“Between 1919 and 1939 the
Local Shooters
Corrections of errors, omissions, etc., will be most welcome in the interest of accuracy in
One hundred and forty-one Cub
since the 1930*9 is given to the number of New England manufac
the book-to-be.
[Social and community events Bow To Belfast
Scouts.
Den Chiefs, Leaders and
turing
firms
decreased
by
18
per
region’s numerous private and
are solicited for this calendar All
JOHN M. RICHARDSON
cent, and the number of manufac
parents and families sat down for
are free and space here cannot be
Eight members from Belfast’s official
economic
development
turing workers decreased by 26 lOOGeOOOOOOOOOCOOQOOOOOQOOSaQOOOOQOSOOGOCOCOOOOQOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOO a covered di;h supper last night,
purchased. Strictly commercial Rifle Club motored to Rockland
agencies in the just-publis'hed an per cent.
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, _
,
, ..
as Cub Scout Pack 206 observed
cannot be accepted. The decision Thursday n«ht to shoot in a nual report of the Federal Re
"In sharp contrast, between
shoulder
to
shoulder match
of the editor is final.]
its sixth annual “Blue and Gold”
serve Bank of Boston.
1939 and 1953 the number of firms
March 29-39—Maine State Society against nine men and women of
banquet. Assistant T. L. Andrus
“Out of the work of these or- increased by 48 per cent, and the
DAR at Eastland Hotel, Port the Rockland Rifle Club. Belfast
was general chairman of the
ganizations
and
the
decisions
of
number
of
workers
increased
by
took home the high s«?ore of 937
land.
event,
and Den Mother Luella
individual
businessmen.
New
Eng35
per
cent.
”
March 30—Good Friday.
Post was in charge of the kitchen.
land’s industrial climate has been
April 1—Easter Sunday.
Especially significant in New
Belfast
Held at the Rockland Congrega
April 16-21—The 65th Annual Con
redevelopment.
the
Pr.
OH
Tot. greatly improved, manufacturing England’s
tinental Congress of thc Nation
tional Church.
operations
and
employment
have
Bank says, are the research-based
100
93
193
al Society, DAR, Washington, Wil Canning
Following singing around the
Harrison Paul
99
90
189 been greatly increased, and pro industries which put the electron
D. C.
tables, the Pack adjourned to the
duction
diversified
both
in
nature
Dick McGray
100
to work and are anticipating the
87
187
church auditorium for thc pro
Wendal Hadloek, president of Owen Paul
99
87
186 of output and in geographical lo
gram. William Dean. Jr., led the
the Maine Seafoods Festival, was Fred Seaman
99
93
182 cation.” the Bank’s report states.
Examining the role played by
"Pledge of Allegiance” to the flag;
As to the past year, the Bank
guest speaker at the meeting of
the development credit corpora
Donald Andrus was welcomed by
reports
“
During
1955
the
New
Total
937
the Congregational Men’s Associa
tions in the region’s revitalization,
Cubm ister Monteith and present
England people earned more,
Kockiand
tion Thursday evening. His subject
the Bank reports that by the end
ed hi» pocket piece; everyone who
spent
more,
and
saved
more
than
Pr.
OH
Tot.
was the Festival, the favorable
of 1955 these organizations had
helped was thanked by Mr. And
Don Huntley
97
89
186 ever before in history. Both the received 623 formal loan applica
rus; and the following awards
Peg Gilmore
99
86
185 region’s per capita income and tions and approved loans totaling
were made, followed by the
per
capita
liquid
savings
continue
Stan
Scieszka
100
84
184
everyone to make it a sucess. Mr.
nearly $11,000,000.
movie, "Letter To Loretta”.
Allen Dart
100
84
184 to exceed those of the nation.
Awards: Brian Harden. Wolf
“To this success the region’s in- j Pointing out that the influence
Edna Young
100
83
183
badge; Carlton Allen. Wolf badge;
—
dustrial
development
agencies of the funds available to these
to be served by the group on
Alan Kunesh, Wolf badge, gold
Total
922 contributed
sginiflcantly,”
thc development credit corporations
March 2 will benefit Scout Troop 1
multiplies several times, the Bank
and silver arrow; David Plum
206 of the chuich. On the commit 1 A shoulder to shoulder match Bank believes.
mer, gold and silver Wolf arrow;
tee are: Harold Look. Sr., Fred !
scheduled f°r Wednesday night
Describing
New
England's comments, “The availability of
Robert Tinker, Wolf gold and two
Black, Lyle
Drinkwater, Fred at Betfast "ith Rockland's team, early industrial growth and the funds from these organizations is
often the necessary key to the
silver arrows, Bear badge and
difficulties
brought
about
by
the
Harding, William Kail, Charles
gold arrow for Bear rank; Rich
decline of the textile industry useful employment of other funds
Merritt, Francis
Orne. Edwin
ard Sallinen, Bear badge; Steven
Jones, Herbert Anderson, and Rev. ROCKPORT
after World War I. thc Bank totaling many times the amount
Winchenbach, Bear badge and
points out that the trials of the of the loan.
Charles Monteith.
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
gold arrow; David Andrus, Bear
“Banks and insurance com1920
’
s
and
’
30s
“
galvanized
New
Steamer
Frank
Jones
sung
of
by
Capt.
Scott
in
today's
story.
It
was
claimed
the
vibrations
of
her
Correspondent
Bruce Connors,
Bear
The Area School Committee is
Englanders
into
vigorous
and
efpanics
have
made
scores
of
loans
tremendous
bass
whistle
were
so
great
they
shook
the
putty
from
the
window*
around
Maine
Central
badge;
Telephone Camden 3103
Photo courtesy Thomas H. Franklin Collection SSHSA, Inc badge; and these three boys re
now distributing booklets on the
to concerns which werc referred Wharf.
fcctive action.”
ceived their Webelos ranks, and
proposed school in the towns of
Research agencies appraised to them after thorough investigaDeer Isle, Maine, Feb. 20 '56.
served the Frank Jones at the through the early period of this
A special communication of St.
then were graduated to Troop
Waren, Thomaston,
Friendship
past
performances,
drew up tion by development credit cor- Dear Steamboat Editor:—
North Deer Isle Wharf; Samuel ferry service first with only a
206 with the assistance of Scout
and Cushing. The four towns will Paul's Lodge will be held at the trends, evaluated the interplay porations.”
Lowe,
agent
that
served
Capt.
double-ended
rowboat
to
carry
the
I
have
before
me
a
letter
I
just
vote on the proposal at town Masonic Hall Monday at 730 of industrial forces, codified probWhile the Bank agrees that received from Harold S. Colton Oscar Crockett at North Deer Isle, mail which had to go at any cost, master Edwin K. Jones and a
p. m There will be work in the
number of the members of Troop
meetings next month.
lems and indicated activities look- "there is a vast amount of work who is the director of the Museum (this wharf was a skeleton-built and later with scows towed with
Master Mason degree Supper will
206: Stanley Elliott. John Mathleing to their solution. "Never be- yet to be done in and for indus- of Northern Arizona. He informs P>'e wharf just a little cast of the motor boats that bucked the ice
In a local market the other day, be served at 6.30
son and James Dow. Badges of
fore has a region's economic life trial New England.” it adds that me that he has a large and com- Frank Jones landing); Frank and winter northwesters in the
The parents of students from
a neat package in the frozen food
„
.
_
„
service were awarded Wayne
been so minutely scrutinized," thc "day by day more New England- piete Steamboat Library.
His Harding, agent at Sargentville;
counter was noticed. A colorful Grades 7 through high school are
,
.
Heath and Robert Montgomery,
report says.
erg know it and are pitching in son Is a marine historian and has Fred Torrey, late of Stonington, added much color to Maine’s
lithograph of a rainbow trout cordially invited to be present at
Den Chiefs.
These studies of the region's to provide and operate the ma- published several books. He has Rueben Cousins of Stonington for early transportation history. Their
made up the wraper design and a supper Monday at the Elemen
the legend was, State-O-Maine tary Sebol at 630 p. m. The PTA economy resulted in the formation chinery for doing it.
jjust written a biography of Cap- the Rockland Vinal Haven steam- tiny rowboat and later their scows
“With the basic issues now de- tain Franklin Oliver Parker of ers- and the late Harry Colby for ' were washed more than once by Jaycees Hear
Rainbow Trout. Wondering just meeting will follow at 8 p m, with of dozens of community, state
who in Maine w’as licensed to pack thc school budget being presented and regional organizations, both fined and the areas for strategic Rockland. It has or will appear the Eastern Boats at Stonington. ■ the passing wake that the paddle
private and governmental, which action mapped out, means are ln the magazine "Down East.” j Capt. James Stinson reminds me wheels of the Frank Jones and J. C. of C. Secretary
rainbow trout, and who had the by Superintendent Bruce Kinney.
planned and carried out industrial certain to be found for ultimately
Mr. Colton, as an authority on that in the early days the steam- \ T. Morse rolled across the Reach
facilities to raise them we looked
diversification and redevelopment assisting New England manufac- marine publications and being a ers stopped at an old wharf where to end *n a f°amy surf on the On City Progress
over the attractive package a lit PORT CLYDE
turers still further to improve proud owner of our editor’s the late Frank Warren’s store was ®ands of Little Deer Isle Bar.
A regular business meeting of
tle more closely. There it was,
At the 10.30 a. m., worsmp ser programa.
As to results, the report em- their competitive positions.”
Paul Agnar, Esbjerg, Denmark.
"Steamboat Lore of the Penob- located, and when the Eastern
The only evidence now that a the Rockland Junior Chamber of
vice of the Advent Christian
== 1 The report also includes the Re- scot." feels that he has a very built their new wharf at Stoning- steamboat or ferry terminal ever Commerce was held at the ChamChurch, Rev. Wiliam Mather will
Thursday, a woman fainted in speak on the subject A. Royal
< ARD OF THANKS
i 8erve Bank’s comparative state- complete and authentic history of ton its location was the present existed at this location are rock- her of Commerce building WedVVe wish to express oui sincere
. . .
. ..
. ,
Superior Court with the result Pardon. In the evening service at
early steamboat days of coastal wharf now occupied by the Ralph weed covered rockpiles, visible nesday.
thanks to relatives, friends and mtnt of
»"d earn.ngs
that Justice Rudman ordered the 7 p. m., the last in a series of mis- neighbors for their kindness and j ar|dexpenses. At the end of 1955, New England.
Barter canneries. At the time only ot low tide. The screaming
Plans were made for attendance
corridors, stairways and doorways sionary slides will be shown. These assistance shown us during our total assets exceeded $2.9 bil
"Steamboat Lore Of The Penob- ; this wharf was built there was whistles of the Juliete, Catherine, at the Regional Conference in Waleading to the court room cleared colored slides will portray our recent bereavement; also for the lion. the highest on record and an scot,” the regular weekly columns some dispute over wharfage rates J- T. Morse, as well as that deep terville on the 23rd. Also, a lunchof spectators. Thc area had been work in the Philippine Islands. ^ea“'fu' flo?vers' Special thanks increase of $98,000,000 over 1954 in The Courler-Oazette, known as and the Mt. Desert by-passed bass whistle of the Frank Jones, eon meeting will be held at the
„ ,
„ , , .
.
to Dr. Denniaon.
jammed since the Cuccinello trial
"Steamboat Yarns of Ships and Stonington and did not land there are stilled. Tbe fog mulls that Augusta House on Tuesday, Feb.
Our Sunday School has made a
Mrg Alexander Morrison and
opened with many persons stand good beginning in a state wide . family.
Men,” and “Penobscot’s Men of for a month until the dispute was now settle over the Reach are 28. at noon, honoring Hugh Mc24’lt
ing for long periods of time in an Sunday School contest.
silent and dismal, and only the Kenna, national president. All
Steam" has thus far covered the settled.
Glen
Cove
effort to witness the proceedings.
CARD OF THANKS
ripples of the breezes wash thp members wishing to attend along
ships
themselves
from
the
time
These
small
way
landing
wharf
MRS. ANNIE BLACK
I wish to express my thanks and
The woman was removed by
BORN
shores of the Reach, and it Ls hard with those already going, please
they
were
built
until
they
made
,
agents
were
truly
loyal
to
their
Correspondent
sheriff's deputies, she quickly re
Sulka—At Portland. Jan. 19. to appreciation to al! my friends and
Telephone 794-J
their last run. It has covered, profession. Their salaries were to believe as you stand on shore conttact Paul Huber.
covered, and left without identi Mr. and Mrs. Sol Sulka, a daugh relatives for the cards, gifts, flow
Plans werc also made for a
ers, and food sent during my stay
their crews, and most all con-, Ow
they remained in the and gaze on those rockpiles that
ter
—
Arlie.
fying herself to the officers.
Mrs. Anna Brazier. Mrs. Marian nected with the operation of these freight shed until the farmers had yesteryear men stood there blank- Jaycee party to be held on March
Surek—At Knox Hospital, Feb. at the Philips House and since
Also special Lindsey and Mrs. Louise Ingra
23, to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Surek, my return home.
at the Camden Snow Bowl at
ships even down to the lowly , carted the last bag of grain away. etlng their horses to protect them
The name of Mrs. Susan Bowley
thanks for the ambulance serviee
a son.
from
the
cold
winds
of
the
Reach,
8
PmA11 Jaycees and their
ham.
all
of
Rockland,
were
dinI
roust-a-bout
who
caught
their
lines
They were there to take the lines
of Rockland was posted by Gov
< liter—At Knox Hospital. Feb. and their efficient crew and to
ernor Muskie for the post of reg 23, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Carter, •he Advent Sunday School It is ner guests Tuesday ot Mrs. Helen and worked hourly on freights. in all kinds of weather. They had while waiting for the steamer to Kuesls are Invited,
Club jackets and suitable identi
all greatly appreciated.
H. Gregory.
1 there is still much ahead to he to be there on boat days to receive blow leaving Sargentville.
daughter.
ister of probate for Knox County.
1 24’lt
Iva Wallace. ! Bert Gregory is a patient at I done. This our editor will unfication
pins were discussed with
So ends a great era of history.
freight and check baggage. The
Mrs. Bowley, a Democrat, is pre
DIED
Mac Joseph, Bill Bicknell, and
| Knox Hospital.
J doubtedly work into his future
Capt.
Walter
E.
Scott.
sently the assistant to Mrs. Alfred
steamboat
agent
’
s
position
at
OF THANKS
Benson—At Rock'and. Feb. 23,
Ed Ericson appointed to obtain
Miss Nancy Gregory is home j plans.
M. Strout, register pro-tern, ap Carl M. Benson. Funeral services
North Deer Isle serving Capt.
I wish to thank a’l my neighbors
prices, styles, and specific recom
,
for
a
vacation
with
her
parents.
'
I
myself
found
advancement
to
pointed by Judge Harry Wilbur to Sunday at 2 p. m. from Russell and friends for flowers, cards,
Oscar Crockett and later the East
mendations.
a steamboat officer the hard way. ern boats, was held by Samuel Kippy Karnival
fill thc vacancy created by thc Funeral Home with Rev. Charles letters and other tokens of love, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gregory-.
As a guest speaker, Ralph Bart
R. Monteith officiating. Inter- 1 while in the hospital. Also special
___________
j___ ____
Mrs. Emma______
Wincapaw
was_ __
Sun- I wore out the soles of many pairs Lowe for half a century and then
resignation
of Miss
Margaret
Profits Increase
ment in Achorn Cemetery. Rock- 1 thanks to Dr. Allen, Dr. Moss and I
daughter Mrs
lett, executive secretary of the
of shoes sliding over the gang carried on by his son Howard
Crockett of Camden. The position land Lodge. BPOE. No. 1098 w.ll j the nurses at Knox Hospital.
Principal A. Hamilton Boothby Chamber
Commerce, reviewed
Hazel Brewster in Rockiand.
plank toe-plank behind a truck Lowe until the last run through
is open to elections this year with commit ritualistic services.
Mrs. Stanley Carlson.
Rockland’s industrial, commer
----------- 
Miss
Sally
Anderson
is
attending
24
’
lt
Bagley
—
At
Camden,
Feb.
23,
I
St.
George
the appointee serving until and
loaded with a barrel of salt fish the Eggcmoggin Reach. Every of Rockland High School anevening classes
at Rockland that spilled salt pickle over my \ member of thc Lowe family was ounces that profits of Kippy Kar- cial, and over-all progress for the
elected register takes over on Jan Mrs. Lettie A. Bagley, age 76j
past 30 months. Also, tying in with
services will
CARD OF THANKS
School of Commerce.
1, 1957. Thc appointment is sub years
dungarecs every timo I hit a j connected In some way with n*vat held earlier in the month
held Sunday at 2
the
this, the many ways a Chamber of
I
wish
to
express
my
deepest
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Chester
ject to Executive Council confir Laite Funeral Home, with Rn.
bump. I sweated in the coal shed .steamboats. Deer Isle and Ston- j am°unted to $992.97.
This is a
appreciation and thanks to all my
Commerce serves a community,
mation.
Melvin Dorr officiating.
En friends and relatives during my have returned home after being at Rockland coaling up thc J. T 1 ington at onp time had -x steam- gain of 8337 57 over U’e Previoua its functions, etc.
tombment will be in Mountain recent bereavement, for the beau away for two months’ vacation.
Morae with the July temperature j
landings—two wharves at; J-ear'
View Cemetery. The bearers .will tiful flowers and cards, also the
Miss Sandra Black of Friendship at 90 in the Morse's starboard j Stonington, two at North Deer
Th’1 hamburger and soda booths, j
For social items in The Counerbe
Mrs.
Bagley
’
s
four
sons.
The Office of
lovely basket of fruit. Special has returned to her home after gangway. I bucked freight up th-I Me one at Eggemoggtn and one together with three games, opera- q^,,^ phone „„ CUy
At Rockland, Feb. 24, thanks to Drs. Hochschild ar.d
ted by the seniors showed a pro- |
DR. BURTON E. FLANDERS
Clarence B. Tolman of Warren, Dennison and the nurses and doc being guest of her grandparents half mile freight slip at St. John j at Northwest Harbor.
N. B It is only natural that I am , T.
. .
.
.. .
At of $139.20.
WILL BE CLOSED
age 76 years.
Funeral services tors at the Knox Hospital and the Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
The only two wharves that are
__
FROM FER. 20th TO
Sunday at 2 p. ni. from Simmons Davis Funeral Home.
always ready lo praise the unsung j „ow nearly (nUrt ar(, (hp Eagtern The juniors netted $123.92 with
THE FIRST WEEK IN APRIL
Funeral Home, Warren with Rev.
Mrs. Annie Chapies and family
heroes along with the four strip- | wharf gt stonlngton wher„ ,he their hot dog, candied apples and
22 s 24
H< lmer officiating. Burial of Clark Island.
24‘lt
games booths.
BUICK-FO^TIAC
era. In my book, they all had a
Owls Head
in spring in Fail-view Cemetery,
Barter Canneries arc located and
A profit of $260.01 was credited
part during that colorful era that
Warren.
RESOLUTION OF RESPECT
MRS FRANCIS DYER
the old wharf of the Rockland and
CWHOPKINS son
Whereas, the Divine Master in i
made possible our editor’s great Vinal Haven steamers now used to the sophomores and was the
Correspondent
highest shown by any class. They
Telephone 385-M1
his infinite wisdow has seen fit to i
contribution to future generations,
by the Deer Isle Granite Corpora
enter our Order this time and re
his history of tho past, “Steam tion. Thc Sargentville wharf is operated booths selling homemade
That Generations
/7lS UNAN/MOUSf
move from our midst a dearly j: The fluorine treatment will be
articles and popcorn and operated
boat Lore of the Penobscot.”
beloved
Brother
Herman
Alto.
kept
in
its
natural
state
by
the
€V€8Y0N€A6R€eS
to Come may
' given Ihe first, fourth and seventh
At a later date I would like to cannery that operates on this site, three games.
While wc feel thc loss most keen......
TH£ ONLYPLACE 70
The freshmeji showed a profit of
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
ly
wc
bow
our
heads
in
subtnlsK
rades
and
‘
he
pre-school
children,
mention
some of our loyal steam-I Th(, North D{1|>r U1„ wharves wprc
JZemrmbtr
BUYAUSCDCAR/S
sion. knowing that His does all ) starting Feb. 27. These treatments boat agents at way landings along dlsmantlM and a lprmlnal was $82.09 from their tea room, movies,
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON
tilings for the best.
will be given after school at 3.30 the coast east of Rockland, such
ice cream and weight guessing
constructed by Cap! Charles Scott booths.
Resolved: that by the death of
558 Main St. 22 Knox St.
as
the
veterans.
Meredith
Ellis,
CW.HOP^/NS^M
Brother Alto, we have lost an
and his son Maynard for the ferry
The world displayed a great
Junior High students contributed
for the Maine Central that
.. «
honorable member and a good deal of forethought in inventing agent
°
they maintained across the Egge- $20.90 which were the earnings of
Leah Davis Brooks
friend.
moggin Reach for over half a cen- their sideshow.
Resolved: That we extend our thc ambulance before the auto
Serving Knox County eince 1876
tury. The completion of the Deer
66-tf
heart felt sympathy to his be mobile.
The Kippy Karnival Ball showed
' Isle Sedgwick Bridge ended this a profit of $123.37 while the enter
loved wife. Our charter be draped
MILLER'S
for a period of 30 days. A copy
ferry service.
tainment netted $234.70.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
spread upon tbe records, a copy
GARAGE
, ! A volume of history could be
lift.
sent to thc family of the deceased
GIRLS — one year course in the
SENTINEL
and a copy be sent The Courier- nursing care of children. For High
The Best Place Te
( written concerning thia service to
Gazette for publication.
Deer Isle, which was the islands I know a lad about to take his
School graduates. 17 or older. Full
Buy
a
Kate Taylor. Nina Taylor and maintenance and cash allowance.
only connection with Sargentville
turn
Jeanette Harris. Committee on
6000 USED CAR
throughout the entire year. Tbe At stations far removed across the
„
,
a AV «
~
Write N. E. PEABODY HOME.
Resolutions, South Hope Grange. NewlQn
59.
W-31 Rankin Street
seas,
hardships that Capt. Charles Scott
24-It
34-ThAB-tf1
and those he employed endured And where our flag is planted.
Thera he’ll earn
Your gratitude and mine—across
We cnn(c» we're GI ILTY - the seas.
I BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Next time you need a plumbing contractor
guilty of arranging terms tn HI
Established 1830
-call us. Since we belong to the National
tf coooung a tarwL muvrv
To us ho should a gallant symbol your budget. Everybody in Rock
Association of Plumbing Contractors, you
ment, your choice t$ not
ATTENTION POULTRYMEN
be
AMBULANCE SERVICE
only for your
tunc, but
know you’re dealing with a qualified conAs he so long stands watch across land agrees ... (rM.M financ
TEL. 390
ln» fenerations to come. We can
tractor. And our work is guaranteed.
ing I, a car owner's heal friend.
the seas—•
110 LIMEROCK STREET
help «t*i find lasting satisfaction
BOCKLAND. MAINE
A sentinel of hope that we. the
thmugh owe wide selection of Knck
M. PEARSON JEWETT
free.
«f Ages family monuments. Facn u
7 TALBOT AVE.
TEL. 1618
Guard
liberty.
mount guard,
U krd hy a signed guaiantee
PLEASE
CALL
CHARLIE
SHANE
ysm. )»«r heirs, or your de^eenibna.
ROCKIAND. MAINE
across the seas.
Member National Association of Plumbing Contractors
Peter Cameron.
To Bruce.

Intriguing Story Of Deer Isle-Stonington
Steamboat Agents Told By Captain Scott

CARD

Funeral

p. m from

be

|

Tolman—

Sterling

DAVIS

BURPEE
Funeral Home

I

LIVE

Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
Tel. 2151

Knex-Ltsoala-Wslda Outiea
S-8-tf

WANTED

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.

Chester Brooks

WARREN
CAMDEN

POULTRY

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 73 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON ,75
William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Office-Showroom Thomaston, Maine

ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360
We Are Also Looking for
Poultry Raisers

FIX MAIM ST.
For social Items in The CourierGazette. Phone 770, City.

OFnee

Small or Large. Terms To Meet Your ApprovaL

CALL 1 3 7 1 - for Htal Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

CALL NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION

MARITIME OIL CO.
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements Io this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
lor M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
■ts (or each line, half price each additional time used. Five
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, L e, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office (or handling, cost 15 rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best resulta
Those with phone or street number only are not advised
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no bookkeening will be maintained (nr these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
•s received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Conrier-Gazctte. Count the Words—Five to a

WARREN

Tueiday-Thunday-Saturdoy

GRANGE NEWS OF KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTIES

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 5-3491

Two 4-H'ers Enroll

For Leadership
Mrs. Chester Wotton of Thom
aston observed her 71st birthday
anniversary Wednesday night at
the home of Mrs. Olive Wotton at
East Warren. A complete sur- !
prise, it was the honor guests’s
first birthday party. She headed a i
four generation group at the affair
too, which included her daughter
Mrs. Everett McLaughlin, grand
children Miss Barbra McLaugh
lin and Edward McLaughlin, and
great grandson, Robert Hunt, all
of Rockland. Others present were
Chester Wotton. Mrs.
Reuben
Wall and two sons, and Mrs. Ma
bel Weaver of Thomaston, Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin E. Spear and
John Fernandes of Warren. Mr.
' and Mrs. Clifford Overlock. Miss
Ruth Campbell, Kenneth, Joseph
and Percy Campbell all of East
Warren, and Everett McLaughlin
of Rockland.
Randy Butler, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Butler celebrated
his fifth birthday Tuesday after
noon as he entertained several
1 young friends and relatives at a
. Wrtbday party. Cowboy decora

Carole Lunden, junior loader of

THE GRANGE CORNER

Luella Crockett.
Lunch was served and a birth
Ocean View had a fine attend- day cake was presented to our
Noyes, junior leader of the Mea- I anep Monday pvpning with a„ offi. faithful janitor, Percy Bowley.
The Grange Circle meets Thurs
dow View 4-H Club of North cers present and one visitor from
day with Doris Jenkins.
Union are the first 4-H members St. George.
The lecturer's march was von
Megunticook Grange
Knox-Lincoln Counties to enthe new Junior Leadership
Elmer Tibbetts.
Following the regular business
During the Lenten season, do tarragon vinegar. 4 hamburger ro^
The Star of Progress was exem*
project.
session the program was turned
you have trouble thinking up origi buns.
Carole and Kenneth are both 17
bX a drill, with Lecturer over to StAte Deputy Leonard
nal meatless dishes? Here are a
Add cheese, onion, salt to lob
years old and are in their seventh Harriett Tibbetts as soloist, after Ames and Una Ames, State
few recipes I know the whole fam ster. Mix mayonnaise and vine
which she placed. The Gold Star
year of 4-H work.
Deputy
of
Juvenile
Granges
ily will enjoy.
gar. Add to lobster mixture and
on the wall, also paying a tribute
who
spoke
of
her
work
SALE
FOR
( 'heese Spaghetti Fluff
toss lightly until well blended.
to the Graces and George Wash
and offered assistance in es
One
cup
milk.
3
tbsp.
flour,
2
Split
buns.
Spread
with
butter.
Warren
Ground
PRACTICALLY New Kenmore
1940 PLYMOUTH Coupe for
ington with a reading.
tablishing one in Megunticook.
tbsp. ’ butter.
tsp salt. 3 oz. Spread lobster mixture on bottom
sale, good cond. 10 PINE STREET washer for sale; Coldspot refrig.,
Nina Hooper invited friends to
Leonard Ames read the first 15
Tel. 765-W.
22*24 gas range and other items to move
spaghetti,
broken
into
small halves of buins. Cover with bun Observers
her home on Tuesday to help kno*
by
March
15.
MAURICE
LEON

articles
of resolutions outlining
pieces,
4
oz.
(
’
'.cup)
grated
Ched

Venetian Blinds-Window Shades
top. Wrap in aluminum foil and
two
quilts
for
the
Earnest
ARD. Tel. 1592-M1.
24-tf
th policies of the State Grange,
Made To Fit Your Windows
dar or Old English cheese. 3 eggs. bake in 350-dc gree oven for 20 Awarded Wings
Grangers Club.
FOR SALE
All Styles and Colors
meeting in October, pausing at
2 tbsp. finely chopped green pep minutes. Cool 5 minutes, unwrap
The “Harborites” put on a skit
The Warren Ground Observer
Not brand new but in very good
Free Estimates — Call
each point for discussions.
per.
14tbsp.
chopped
pimento.
and
serve
hot.
Makes
4
sandc
orps
hidd
awards
night
at
which
was
much
enjoyed.
condition
are
all
items
at
Up

Tel. 939
The School of Instructions is to
Cook spaghetti in boiling salted wiches.
We
are
sorry
Nina
Freeman
is
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
ton’s Thrift Shop. Camden. Spring
Glover Hall Wednesday night when
879-689 Main St
Rockland. Me. clothes now on lay-away plan
water.
Rinse well and drain. .Now for a real quick oven meal: Sgt. Dudley Holland of the Bangor back in the hospital, also Mae be held March 20 in Megunticook
Grange hall.
136-S-tf and some bargains in winter
Make a white sauce of melted but
One pkg. frozen fish sticks 1 Filter Center presented medals Singer and Nancy Bryant who are
clothes to put away for next year.
The lecturer’s march was won
AN Ideal Opportunity to own a
ter. flour, milk and seasonings. No. 2 can sweet potatoes, 2 toma- and certificates to Mrs. Hazel surgical patients there. We wish
Who can .afford to turn down these
by Edna Young.
fine car as I no longer have use bargains? Good quality clothes
Melt cheese in thickened white toes butter, honey.
Gammon and Mrs. Eva Barbour these Sisters a speedy recovery
for H. I am offering my 1954 Buick
Eight visitors and 33 members
sauce and remove from heat. Add
for less than some cheap new
On large baking sheet, arrange in recognition of their total of one J Movies and music are planned
Roadmastcr, 4 door sedan for sale,
clothes.
fish
sticks
from
the
frozen
packhundred
hours
of
duty.
next
Monday
night
’
s
program
p - nt.
Bring
in
the
spring
beaten egg yolks. Stir in pimen
eqiupped with dynaflow. power
family
have
outyour
iai....y
..»ve
to. green pepper, and drained age, slices of cooked sweet potaClosing though: “In fellowship. [ At the close of the meeting
steering, power brakes, radio with clothes your
The
two
also
received
pins
as
someone else can use
adjourned to
rear spnt speaker, heater, rear grown,
The fish did Miss Doris V. Hyler, super- in deed, in faith, Christians prove i membera and
them, and see all the other items. »«>"»
featured w.th paper spaghetti. Fold in stiffly beaten thick tomato slices.
seat lighter, best quality seat cov
the dining room where Lecturer
Pour into greased toes (either canned or fresh) and visor, Mrs. Lillian Simmons, chief Wfe is good,
including ice and roller skates at hats and whistles as favors. The egg whites.
ers, chrome window vents, side
Mrs. Dow and assistants had prerear view mirror, white wall tires, UPTON S THRIFT SHOP, 39 Union decorated birthday cake was the 1‘'.-quart casserole and bake in sticks need no further prepara- observer, and Mrs. Eleanor Ames,
M'arren Grange
I
prepared refreshments of ice
street.
Camden.
24-26
work of his cousin, eight-year-old 375-degree oven for 30-35 minutes tion.
porcelainized exterior finish, 8500
Drizzle melted butter and Mrs. Bertha Perry, Mrs. Evelyn
By Nancy Benner
i cream, birthday cakes, and punch
guaranteed actual mileage, a | SHOATS for sale.
months Daphne Teague, daughter of Mr.
Lobster ( heese Bake
honey over potato slices; season Payson, Mrs. Doris Jenkins, Mrs.
Warren Grange met Tuesday! in honor of the birthday of J. Heichance to save $1750 from ori old. nice write Chester sows. and Mrs. Roger Teague. Present
Butler.
Miss
LaVerne
One cup coarsely chopped lob tomatoes with salt and pepper Sarah
night and a good program was bert Gould.
ginal cost. VERNAL WALLACE, Would make excellent breeding
were: Mrs. Arthur Jura and chil ster, 4 cup cubed Swiss cheese, 2 and dot with butter. Bake in 425 Young, and Mrs. Mildred Starrett.
Warren, Tel. CRestwood 3-2551.
stock. Have some other nice
presented featuring Washington's
There will be a guest speaker on
The wing pins were given in
*
23-25 shoats. IRA H. WALTER. Waidc- dren Ricky and Peggy of Rock tbsp. minced onion, butter, 4 tsp. degree oven 15 to 20 minutes.
birthday with a stunt put on by, Feb. 29.
acknowledgement of ten hours of
boro RFD 2, Box 34, 2Vi> miles land. Mrs. Robert Wotton and salt, 'j cup mayonnaise, 1 tsp. Serves 3 or 4.
north from Moody's Dim r. 21 36 three children Bernard. Lois and
. duty.
All however have served
□riXiAL rttivL
more hours than that since the Miss Lottie Ewell attended all with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
NESCO Electric Roaster com Stephen, David and Dana Pease, and Mrs. Emma Kalloch attended date of which will be April 13.
AU Popular bizes
sessions and Mr. and Mrs. Philip Crosby E. Prior.
plete w’th broiler for sale, $30. Daphne Teague. Mrs. Carrie But
d „i •
„„ ,
the mid-winter meeting of the Lin
Mrs. Mamie Beal
is passing
the corps
1 was activated here last Oct. Carroll t'he evening session of Lin
Tel. ROCKLAND 647-W1.
24-lt ler, Mrs. Wayne Starrett and sons
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley La wry of
22.
TRACTOR
coln Baptist Association held week's vacation from her teaching
“ FRIGIDAIRE Electric
uoyc Billj’ and Johnny, all of Warren,
Other members of the corps no* coln Baptist Association in Cam Melrose, Mass., are at their home
Wednesday
at
the
Chestnut
Street
duties,
at
Lisbon.
CHAINS
for sale. In very good condition.
at Martin’s Point for a few days.
...... . ,
,
present to receive the citations den Wednesday.
9x24 - $28.31
While in town for the week the *
Mny be seen at W. H. GLOVER and Wayne Simmons of Lime Baptist Church in Camden.
Young people from
Advent
Wednesday
night
were:
Mr.
and
stone.
4-H
Club
News
10x34 — 541.8.
CO.
23*25
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gray of Rev. Mr. Gifford will be guest at
Mrs. Ernest Campbell, Mrs. Ruth
10x38 ------ $43.5u
The Singing-Sewing 4-H Club Christian Churches held their Dis
Miss Iverne Weston is having a Baltimore, Md., were overnight the Baptist parsonage.
i Wiley, Mrs. Leda Martin, Mrs. met at the home of the leader. trict Rally in Auburn, Maine on
10x28 ------ $34.84
vacation of one week from classes guests of Mrs. Carrie Butler.
Church Notices
CROSS CHAINd $1.30
Elsie Teague, Mrs. Alice Hill, Mrs. Mrs. Helen Lunden Feb. 17 with Feb. 22. Friendship had the fol
at Lincoln Academy, Newcastle, Wednesday.
Committal services
S. Pillsbury & Son
Rev.
Curtis
Cady
Busby
will
Ada Spear, Mrs. Justine Morris, seven members present.
Their lowing delegation: Linda Sylves
where she is a senior.
for the late Mrs. Gertrude Gray,
Start a series of Lenten sermons Mrs. Ella Leach, Mrs. Elsa Kigel, three scrap books were completed ter. Paul Bramhall. Verna Wotton.
Rev. Sterling Helmer, Mrs. Min of Somerville, Mass., his mother,
entitled “The Companions Of His Benjamin Barbour, and Mrs. Ruth and sent to Knox Hospital for the Janet Simmons. Barbara Thibo
21-S-24
nie Page, Miss Bertha Teague were held at the Simmons Funeral
Way" at the Second Congrega- Perry. They may call for them at chiidren-s ward
PlaniS wcrp deau. Francis Simmons, Margue
COPPER BOILER. 30 gal. for
Home here Thursday.
•ale, good cond. Call even.ngs at
tional Church Sunday morning, the home of Misa Hyler.
! madp for a window diaplay in ob. rite Sylvester Roger Bramhall,
The Lady Lions met with Mrs. The first will be on "The Mes51 NORTH MAIN ST., or Tel.
21-S-24
Sgt. Holland showed two films SPrving Nationa, 4_H CIub wppk Elizabeth Richards, Alvin Wins
422-R.__________ _____________ 22*24
Charles Kigel Wednesday night. senfrer ”
SHULT House Trailer. 27 ft., lor
on the work of ground observers | Marrtl
Memberg will co„Pct low, Bobby Kneiper, Sharon Syl
DO
YOU
EARN
$125
A
MEEK
OXYGEN and Acetylene Cylind sale. Modern, full bath, large reMrs. Kigel demonstrated the mak
Refreshments were served.
If
you
earn
less,
here
is
steady
I
Rev.
Warner
Gifford,
Lewiston,
I
i
for
the
Red
Cross
drive this year vester, Norman Davis, Galen
ers for sale. Why lease or pay de frig.. gas. hot water. Reasonable.
ing of Finnish coffee bread.
work
in
your
county.
Average
$123
I
again.
Mrs.
Lunden
demonstrat- Collomore, WilWam Staples, Mar
regional
director
of
Evangelism,
murrage? The best deal in town JOHN ROBISHAW. 145 Please nt
a week and more. Part or full
Mrs. Ernest Campbell is in Sea American Baptist Home Mission
on gases, equipment and supplies. laes-w.__________
2224
1
»
d
“
How
to
set
a
table
for a buffet lene Staples, Charles Simmons,
time. No age limit. Take orders
30% discount on all torches and
71-.- x !) ALL New Wool Hand from our customers. Jackets, brook. N. H.. called by the illness Society, will speak at both the West Rockport
meal.” A Valentine party followed Pastor and Mrs. Everett E.
regulators MORRIS GORDON & braided rug for sale. MRS. CLIF
Pender.
of her father, Albert F. Collins, morning and evening services
MRS. MABEL HEALD
, with Valentine games and refresh
SON, Rockland.______________ 19-tf FORD ROBINSON, Warren, Tel. shirts, slacks, dresses, hosiery.
Over 155 items in wearing apparel who has been with his other Sunday at the Baptist Church.
Correspondent
Church Notices
ments
of
ice
cream
and
cup
cakes
PROMPT Relief -Piles. Psoria CRestwood 3-2865.
23-25 for entire family. Low direct-to- daughter, Mrs, Alberta Calder
Friendship Church with belfry
for
refreshments.
Next
meeting
sis, Eczema, Chap. “Roberts Re- i
A
meeting
of
the
visitation
conr-umnr
prices.
Snring
line wood this winter.
Mrs. Bernice Leach of Rockland is to be March 2 with a judging music will welcome all to its
liable Salve”, Effective 65 yrs. ‘
teams Of the coming
week
ready. Samples furnished—no in
ATTENTION KNITTERS
Satisfaction Guaranteed, 3-1 oz.
was
overnight guest of Mrs. Nellie contest scheduled. It was voted ' serv*ces next Sunday. At 10.30
Clarence
B.
Tolman
is
again
a
vest m e n t.
NOR HWE TERN
throughout the Baptist parish and
cans.-$l 00. Postpaid. ROBERTS
WOOLEN CO., 403 Nicollet Ave., patient for treatment at Knox kifflday Schoo! wiH be held at 3 Lamson who celebrated her 884h to g*1ve one dollar to the Red a. m. Pastor Everett Pender will
BOTANY
YARN
PHARMACY, Lisbon Falls. Maine.
Dept. 102. Minneapolis, Minnesota. Hospital. He had been convalesc
birthday anniversary on Feb. 15. Cross.
I be speaking from the subject.
17*51
For Sale at
24* It ing at home from earlier treat p m. Sunday in the Montgomery
Mr. and Mrs. Haskell C. Todd
“What Did Jesus Mean, When He
NEW Cast Iron Furnaces for
rooms. Supper meetings of the
PAINTING and Papertiangiug ment at the hospital when he had
of Belfast and Langdon Halterman
Said, Fear Him Which Ls Able To
•ale for coal, wood, installed with
20% Discount
teams
are
planned
for
6.30
Mon

inside and out all work posttiveh
of Camden were dinner guests
3 pipes only $300. Also forced air
Destroy Both Soul and Body in
Will furnish material an ill turn Wednesday.
day through Friday at the Mont
Friendship
Also Complete Assortment of guaranteed.
oil systems, 275 gal. tank install
Refreshment committee appoint- gomery rooms, with a half hour Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Heli?” Sunday School at 12 m for
Work accepted Warren to Camdei.
ed by experts in 1 day complete,
HELEN FALES
Estimates free
VAN E
Rl'S j ed for the regular meeting of
Davis.
Knitting Books
all ages. The Happy Gospel Hour
no upset. Anywhere. Nothing to
Correspondent
SELL. Phone 676-M
Post Office Mystic Rebekah Lodge Monday instruction period directed by
Miss
Constance
Rhodenizer
of
MILL
HELP
BEGINNERS
will open promptly at 7 o’clock
pay ’til May, then take 36 mo3.
Rev. Mr .Gifford before the teams
Tel. Temple 2-9954
Box 701 Rockland
73tf
night include Mrs. Clara Leach, start their visitation duties. Sup Rockport was supper guest of Mr
with good congregational singing.
We call. Write today, SUPERIOR
MARY BROWN
LOGS wanted, pine spruce and
HEATING CO., 351 Sherwood
and Mrs. Myles Lamson Friday.
Those who have musical instru
38 HOLMES STREET
have been
hemlock. Roadside or delivered to Mrs. Lillian Simmons, and Mrs. per arrangements
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton A. Sim
9t., Portland, Tel. Sp. 3-8617.
or CALL 1675
Mrs. Barbara Spear is a recent
Marion Manner.
Members will planned by Mrs. Harold Drcwett,
ments are invited to come and
mill
in
Camden.
KNOX
LUMBER
mons and Lew J. Wallace left,
16*30
24-26
PRODUCTS, Tel. Camden 402.
j bring inexpensive prizes to be president of the Baptist Ladies’ graduate of Rockland School of
bring their instruments. The eve
Thursday
morning
for
Florida.
142-S-tf given during the evening enterCommerce.
ning sermon topic. "No Daysman
Circle, assisted by Mrs. Leroy
Mrs. Frank Conary, Jr., is sub
FOR SALE
LISTINGS wanted. Tracts, cot i tainment that night.
Daniel IJamalainen of the mcr- i
Betwixt Us."
Tuesday prayer
Norwood,
and
Mrs.
Raymond
A lim'ted number of scarce new tages, camps, farms, homes, busi
stituting in the Post Office and
chant Marine who is chief electri
Warren schools will re-open Borneman.
meeting chapter will be chosen by
guns now available for immediate nesses. etc., etc. Our company
Mrs. Ella Morton is staying with
cian on the Hawaiian Retailer left
George Cook.
Janet Simmons
delivery include Win. 70. .243 and advertises to over 4,000,000 new*- Monday for the second winter
Mrs. Lew J. Wallace.
.358; W n. 88. .308; Win. 77, .22; i paper and farm paper readers i term of seven weeks, the closing
Monday evening for Boston where
will be in charge of the Loyal
R un. 722. .244; Ruger .357; Mag every week. Mails thousands of big
SPRUCE HEAD
Warden Fred McGlauf'.in has Workers service on Thursday nt
Ms boait was docked. He had been
num Blackhawk;
Huger Single catalogs every year. This adver
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Norman of overnight guest of his twin ! returned home from a trip to 7 p. m.
Six .22 and the Colt Huntsman in tising is free to owners but is
EGGS &
21-S-24 4'>“” and 6" barrel. Special close
Searsport were dinner guests of brother David while here, also Monhcgan.
reserved for properties that repre
SEX-LINK chicks from Maine |
TWO Copper Hot Water Boilers out on brand new 1955 Texan sent the best value for the price
guest of his mother, Mrs. Johanna
Mrs. Lloyd Russgrove and fantFor social items in The Courierwith fittings for sale, $35. Also scopes. 4X (regularly $42.50) now asked. Cecil L. Pendleton. Rep., U. S Approved Pullorum typhoid
Hamalainen.
ily of Windsor, spent Wednesday ‘ Gazette, Phone 770, City.
An exceptional
end heater. $25; slate set tub, $35; 2’_X (regularly $36) now FOUR EFFS REALTY. 77 Sum clean for sale.
Mrs. Nellie Lamson and Mrs.
$10.
A $650 cash register used $29.50.
CAMDEN
SPORTING mer St., Rockland, Maine.
22 30 cross for good livability, large , FOUR Room Apartment at 57 Myles Lamson were recent callers I
ege-s and heavy birds.
DUTCH
three years for $250. Electric ! GOODS. Phone 2675. Sherman's
Gleason etree*t, Thomaston, to let.
NECK HATCHERY. Melville W Running water and flush. Easy to at the home of Dr. and Mrs. i Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
washing machine like new, tub- Point.
22-24
DAVIS. Tel. TEmple 2-9480. Wal- j
wringer type, only $35 CHARLES j
ESTATE
Charles Leach in Tenants Harbor.
doboro. Maine
8-‘J | heat. 500 ft. from Route 1. Refer
E BICKNELL. II Phone 1647-W
2 3
Mr. and Mrs. William Bragg.
ences
required.
H.
B.
KALER.
4
1
5
b 7 8
BARN
&.
SNOW
CAPE Codder for sale, 7 rms.
. ll-tf
GLBMENT8 WHITE ROCKS - Washington, Maine, Tel. 5 25. 24-26 Jr., and children have returned
poultry
barn
for
4.500
broilers
or
SHOVELS
>1.19
in
great
demand
for
meat
produc

POULTRYMEN Attention: Here
SUNNY 3 rm., 1st floor apt. to j home after living in Gardiner for
9
1,200 layers. On b’ack top road, tion. They Eve. grow fast, and
10 II
12
13
it your opportunity
to convert
close to store and school. Price have efficient feed • conversion— let; fine loc., bath, h&c water, | a tjme
Others $145 $1 95 6250
w
W
your broiler houses to hot water ,
adults.
87
NORTH
MAIN
ST.
24"28
$3,500. SECURITY REAL ESTATE pullets available for natching egg
The Tuesday Club met this week
heat 1 have three second hand
14
15
lb
S. Pillsburv & Son
17
CO., Dorothy Dietz. Camden 2117 production. Maine-U. S. Approved
WALLPAPER Steamer to let by
hot water boilers with a capacity
at the home of Mrs. Henry Keller.
w
w
or 8897.
24-lt Pullorum Clean. Also Red-Rocks. day or night.
CARR’S WALL
of 465 ft. of hot water radiation
Mrs. Philip Davis will be the hos
20
21
18
19
White Leghorns. Golden Crosses PAPER AND PAINT CTR.. 486
21-S-24
for sale. Should be enough for a !
24-tf tess next week.
w
and Reds for layers.
Write or Main street.
10.000 bird house. Price $85. (
24 25
w 22
23
FOR REAL ESTATE phone CLEMENTS CHICKS. INC.. ATTRACTIVELY Furn. Apt. for Leslie Packard who has been at
CHARLES E
BICKNELL, II,
Route 33, Winterport, Maine. (4) discriminating adults to let; 1 or the home of his son Vesper since
Phone 1647-W
ll-tf
w
w
2 bedrooms, central location, leaving Knox Hospital, died early
Austin D. Nelson
FOR SALE
30
Accounting and Bookkeeping
2b 27
28
s 29
references,
TEL.
1620.
23-25
Pistols
shotguns, rifles, tele
Service
Wednesday morning just one
CALL 928
MISCELLANEOUS
FOR RENT
scope sights, mounts, ammunition, i
Income Tax Reports
41 Limerock St
Rockland
3l
32
MARY CUNNINGHAM, Modern I HOSPITAL Beds. Folding Wheel month from the date of the death
handloading supplies, and other
HENRY A. LEONARD
148-tf
School of Dancing. Ballet. Tap, 2 chairs. Tel. 939. UNITED HOME of his wife, Clara.
shooting accessories
CAMDEN Tel 52-5
Union
3T W 35
Ralph Thorndike has been at
3S
SPORTING GOODS
(Allan N
to 5 p. m. and Ball Room 6 to SUPPLY CO., 579-589 Main St.,
it
22*33
SIX Room House with cellar & 7 p. m. every Monday at the Tow- ! Rockland, Me.
12-S-tf Knox Hospital this week for ob
Forsyth) Sherman’s Point Phone
shed
for
sale.
24
Lower
Broad

WE
repair
and
service
all
w
Camden 2675
1-tf
er Room. Community Bldg., RockTHREE Room Upstairs Furn. servation.
makes of sewing machines and way. Lights & Water. $2,700. I will land; Ballet and Tap 2 to 5 p. m.
38
40
39
37
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Heald and
vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW- ! hold mortgage. V. F. STUDLEY. every Wednesday at the Wey apt. to let. Continuous hot water.
TEL.
1074-M_
23-25
W
f^HOUsTsHERMAirmr'*' ING MACHINE CO.. 393 Main ! 172 Broad*vay.
14-tf mouth Grange Hall in Thomaston,
44
4b
HI 42
45
UNFURN. Apt. in Thomaston „
,
„
..
,
street, Rockland. Tel. 1724 8-tf
1
Yorn
I
and Ball Room every other week. to let, four rms. and bath. Stove in Mr and Mra Kenneth Drinkwater
Sw
W
f
OBDSLEYBENDIX
Ml'SK lessons. Trumpet, Trom
_____ ______ _________
17-tf k tchen. 19 BREWSTER ST., or Sunday.
50
47
48
\
Dealer
49
bone. Clarinet, Saxophone and
WELL!WELLFwELL!
Cousens' Realty
Tel. 1051-R.
22-tf 1 Miss Susan Gledhill of ThomasZ«49 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND
Accordion. GIFFORDS Tel. 146
w
If
it
is
water
you
need,
write
UNFURN 5 rms. and bath to ton is visiting her aunt. Miss
a
PHONE 731
11M
Business Opportunities
53
51
54
R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill let, elec. h. w. heater, furnace Martha Hall.
52
Cottages. Lots and Dwellings
ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135. heat, garage. Reasonable. CALL i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Austin
Kinney
and
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment 1315-M.
M UMEROCK ST.
23-25
bb
55
9xlJ LINOLEUMS for sale; reg
plan also available, no down pay
sons Arnold and Sumner and Mrs
UNFURNISHED heated 4 room
ular $10 95 for $6 95. NORTH
BABY Carriages, High Chairs,
ment necessary. Member of New
Emma
Kinney
and
daughter
Alice
TEL 1538
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST. cribs, mattresses, walkers, bassi
England and National Association. and bath apt. to let. Electric range of Rockland were guests Sunday
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Thomaston.
1-tf nettes wanted, also toppers and
1-tf and refrig., all the hot water you
Across from Pott Office
can use free. Newly renovated. of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Kinney of
46- Pronoun
15- Exist
1—Join
othei
oth( ■
UPTON’S
PIPE FOR SALE
153-tl
47-Old woman
$12.50 per week.
Adults perfer- Scarboro.
5-Walk pompously
16- A thoroughfare
Black and galvanized. All sizes, THRIFT SHOP. 39 Union street. cTTTTrrrrtTTTrrcssTtcTXTTn
49- Famous American
(abbr.)
9-Greek god of love
able. 584 MAIN ST., over Carr's
PLUMBING and HEATING
low prices BICKNELL MPG CO ,
Guy
and
Elmer
'Robinson
of
inventor
16- Contend with
19- Associate
Store. Tel. 25-W
20-tf
FREE ESTIMATES
SALESMEN WANTED
Lime 8t
1-tf
Round
Pond
visited
their
mother
50Device
for
altering
12-A
large
continent
20To
place in charge
UNFURN. 4-rm. apt. to let. with
Unlimited earnings under our
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
ARTHUR CULLEN
motion
22-Pertaining to the
Mrs. Abbie Robinson at the home 14-Large truck
heat,
hdec
water,
waste
removed.
H. S. SAVAGE
line of parakeet foods and mineral salary and commission plan. All
51- Card of three spots
morning
LICENSED PLUMBER
! 15-Twists
of Mrs. Mary Alley recently.
53- Full of moisture
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS, benefits including life insurance.
12 North St.
Thomaston, Me Adults only, no pets. Inquire in
17- Terminate
25-Made of oata
person
at
8
SUMMER
ST.
13-tf
^49'i
WII.I.OW
ST.
ROC
KLAND
54- A email pie
27- Consume
Tel. 284
18- The (Sp.)
Mrs Charles A Swift, 9 Booker hospital and dependents
Car
FURNISHED or Unfurnished
28-To scold continually
TEL. 1228
19- Having feathers
55- Boils slowly
74-tf
St Thomaston Tel 374
1-tf necessary.
Apply Ly phone to
56Beach
29Dip
apt. to let with tile bathroom,
21- T owards
H1NDOW SHADES and BUNDS TEL, 1724 for appointment
8-4f
GENERAL INSURANCE AND
30- Residence (abbr.)
22- Mother
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH? heat and hot water, use of auto,
for sale, custom made. Call us,
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo SerVERTICAL
33- Vision
23- Half a score
Translations and private German wash. mach.
Centrally located.
REAL ESTATE
free installation Tel. 801.
SEA vice. Ask for it at your local store
34- River in France
24- Negative
Lessons
Contact CHARLOTTE TEL. 632
12-tf
COAST PAINT CO. 440 Main St., or at GIFFORD'S. Rockland. Me.
LOWER KATES ON
1- Mountains in Russia 35- Subject of discourse
26-Wieh for
UPTON. Camden 2088
67-tf
FURNISHED
Apartment
to
let.
_________ 1-tf
Rocaiand
1-tf
GRANGE INSURANCE
2- Prefix. Not
38- Flat bottomed boats
29-Gaze fixedly
Flj Northeast Airlines, connec adults.
Inquire in person at 11
DON’T discard your old or
31- Oil from rote petals 3- Part of verb "To be" 39- Tormentors
lions made for all lines Giffords TAMES STREET
Special
Children's
Policy
i
147-tf
42-Propellers
4- Oceurrenoe
32- Bill of fare
antique furniture Call H JOHN
89tf
Rockland Me
From Birth To Age 15
5-Type of auto
44- Part of verb “To be”
HEATED and Unheated Furn.
33- Spur
NEWMAN for restoring and re
.SOW AVAILABLE
Also
| CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS apts. to let. from $7 to $15 a week.
6- Egyptian god
45- A compass point
35—A visitor
finishing 48 Masonic St
Tel
tabbr.)
7- Employ
37-A compata point
VARIOUS OTHER
T:x
1106-M.
ltf
cleaned, repaired and Installed, Fully equipped with bath, free hot
8- Tinge
46- Detest
(abbr.)
CRAWI PIT
.utomatu.
cleaning
equipment and cold water, some with elec,
LIFE POUCIES
iKoN Stee. Meta. Ragr in,.
48-Obtain
9- Each
38- Mop
r'ree inspection and estimates stoves, rubbish removed free. V.
Batteries
wanted
Call
123
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
11-Pertaining to the
50-Vehicls
40- Stannum (abbr.)
Real Estate Listings Wanted , 8AN1 SEPTIC SERVICE, locally F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St., Tel.
MORRIS GORDON A SON, Cor
»*TE«»I1L£
52-Pronoun
inside
41- Depart
23-25
owned and operated. Tel. Camden 80C0 and 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234.
Leland and Tea Sts., Rockland
H-ltalian
river
13-Worahip
43-Spicieat
1-tf (
2687.
T3tf
M-ff
21-S-24

SALE

FOR

the Singing Sewing 4-H Club of
West
Rockport and
Kenneth

WANTED

CHICKS

TO LET

REAL

SERVICES

t_____________

20%

WANTED

Ocean View Grange
Nellie M. Boyles

TuMdfl^Thunday-Sflturdoy

'ffipffii
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Bobby Wilson, Jon Olsen, and
Allen Holmes received a seor-- of
five out of eight.

4-H Club Doings
By Loans Shibles—4-H
Club Agent

Washington
The Pine Tree 4-H Club held a
meeting Feb. 9 at the Prescott
Memorial School. They elected a
new flag bearer in place of Frank
Jones who explained that he could
not get to each meeting. Robert
Norwood will be flag bearer. Ron
ald Moore displayed and explain
ed some things he made In h4s
woodworking project. For recrea
tion they went outdoors and had
a snowball fight.

Hope
Bremen
Francena Johnson and Mar
The secretary, Donna Studley,
garet Carr won ribbons in the
judging contest on food account of the Lucky Clover writes we had
sheets held by the Hopeful Home- , a Washington party. Beatrice
makers at the home of the lead Jacobsen brought a cherry cake
and cream cheese sandwiches.
er, Mrs. Joye Pearse.
Bernice Gamage and Juanita Mary-Sue Hilton bought one and
Johnson won ribbons in an apron a half quarts of milk. Donna Stud
judging contest while Francena ley brought sandwiches. For rec
Johnson won the clothing account reation they tried to find how
many names they could get out of
sheet contest.
Mrs. Hazel Gammon, assistant “George Washington”.
club agent, conducted the judging
Waldoboro
contests at this meeting.
At the meeting of the Happy
Go Lucky Club they talked about
Jefferson
Joe Jackson, secretary of Jeff a new demonstration for their
Also, discussed
erson Eagles, writes that the boys public meeting.
met and practiced their demon selling seeds. They had a judging
strations for the Women’s Club contest on seeds. Next meeting
will be held March 2 nt Feyler’s
meeting on Feb. 27.
It was voted to decorate the
store window for 4-H week, March
3 to XI.
Roger Wilson conducted and cor
rected a judging contest on seeds.
There were eight bottles of seeds.

Corner.
Rockland

Carol Cross, president of the Mt.
Battux Club call«-d the meeting
to order. Jon Call was elected
club reporter. Ann Peterson was

ATTENTION:

NOTES OF A

critical concerning our Maine
pathologists. In fact they have
great confidence in their ability
and judgment. But they are criti
cal of the number of pathologists
and the location of the state
laboratory.

.

poultryman
By Henry Tett(fne
The dictionary definition of the
word pathology is: 1. The science
of the origin, nature and course
of diseases; 2. the conditions and
processes of a disease. At one
time or another every poultryman
is concerned with pathology as it
deals with flock diseases.
The sickness and death of an
individual bird is a minor in
cident. providing that the bird has
no disease that has affeeted or

appointed general chairman of the
exhibit. Voted to bring clippings
of accidents and discuss them at
the next meeting for our first
safety act.
Owls Head
Meeting of the Owls Head Cook
ing Girls was brought to order by
President bona Harvey.
They are going to give $10 to the
sewing girls and $5 to the Polio
Drive, the club reports.
A judging contest on record
sheets was given.
Lona Harvey
and Kathy Harvey were winners.

is liable to affect the flock.
Twenty or even 10 years ago
the number of flocks was so much
smaller that the disease problem
was correspondingly less. The
enormous expansion of the indus
try has brought many new disease
problems, yet the poultryman still
has to send his birds to Orono for
pathological diagnosis and treat
ment recommendations.
It is true that we have a service
system set up by various feed
companies and peopled by com
petent men. However, these men
are not pathologists and they do
not have laboratories nearby. A
competent poultryman with sev
eral years experience at least ap
proaches the service man in
knowledge to the point where he
seldom finds the need for advice
on the ordinary flock diseases.
However, when it comes to other
diseases which are not so common
and diseases that have symptoms
of marked similarity, the services
of a pathologist are needed.
Poultrymen in this area are not

to land the knockout punch
against disease
You know how it is with prize fighters. Lack of “reach”,

AUREOMYCIN builds your poultry dollars because it

punch or staying power floors many a promising comer.

delivers the knockout punch. AUREOMYCIN gets into

the chick’s body tissues — is more effective against more

disease organisms than any other antibiotic — has the

These are the antibiotics with restricted activity.

staying power to do a thorough job!

Ml
That’s why many poultrymen throughout the country

feed AUREOMYCIN all the way!

Two of these (streptomycin and bacitracin) just don’t
have the “reach” to get into a chick’s body tissues and get

at the great variety of mixed diseases that may be there.
One of these (penicillin) has the “reach” but attacks only

a few disease organisms and lacks staying power.
Special

So, even though you may pay $4 to $10 less per ton for
feeds containing “high levels” of these antibiotics - you
won’t be “saving”. You’ll be paying for “high level” anti

biotic effect without getting it. You’ll be risking losses
because you won’t be getting full protection against CRD,

Blue Comb, Nonspecific Enteritis and other chronic

diseases.

If it'a on the tag—it’s in the
bag! Lookatthe tag on the“higk
level” feed you buy. Make sure
it tells what antibiotic you're
getting, how much antibiotic,
and what it will do.

It actually costs you less in the long run to depend on the
•Mt

strongest, widest-range antibiotic: AUREOMYCIN

Chlortetracycline
(AUREOMYCIN)
Mixture
for POULTRY

Active

drug ingredient
r.iiio dclini’ eclair

Directions for use

•lir, yarruir. dsiicei
iaitrtc iserp

Chlortetracycline at “high levels”.

Be sure.. .with good poultry feeds that contain
"high levels” of the world’s greatest disease-fighter:

AUREOMYCIN

CHLORTETRACYCLINE

CFAJVAAfrD

Union Group

Improving family and Cbmmunrfy Living

—AMAMCAN CYANAMIO COMPANY | FINE CHEMICALS DIVISION | so ■oe.eui.ie* .LA,., w. v. so.M.v.

the International Farm Youth
Exchange from Washington. D. C„
was a special guest of the YMW

group in Union, Saturday, Feb. 11.

-i.

xBIH

RCH 3-11

1
developing
values.”

a

sound

sense

“Understanding’’ was the theme
of Mr. 3chmidt’s talk. “We en
courage all our foreign exchanges
to share with us on a frank but
objective basis, their observations
and evaluation of the American
way of life.”
In his talk. Mr. Schmidt also at
tempted to show to them the op
portunity which an 1FY ex
change provides a group such as
theirs, to not only better under
stand the exchangee’s country but,
through the eyes of the foreign
student, to gain better insight into
our own way of life.
An Ethiopian student from Uni
versity of Maine was also a guest
at this meeting and informally
told the members about his coun
try’s government, customs and
schools.
IFYE Certificates were awarded
to Mr. and Mrs. John Burns, and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Clark for
their participation in the 1955
of IFYE program, as host families
for Samson Maghsoodpur.

i

Burkettville

Extensioners
Study Freezer
The Burkettville Extension As
sociation met with Mrs. Nettie
Grinnell on Thurday. Feb. 16. The
subject being, “Out of the Freezer
Into the Oven”. Mrs. Gladys Lin
scott and Mrs. Anna Luce con
ducted the meeting. All the mem
bers helped to prepare the din
ner which was served cafeteria
style.
Those attending were: Mrs.
Myrtle Upham, Mrs. Ruby Han
non. Mrs. Gladys Linscott, Mrs.
Janet Millay,
Mrs. Chloe Roy,
Mrs. Marjorie Ludwig, Mrs. Anna
Luce, Mrs. Gwendolyn Sukeforth,
Mrs. Ariel Linscott, Mrs. Stella
Sukeforth, Mrs. Edna Miller and
Mrs. Gray, a new neighbor of Mrs.
Miller.
The clothing leader, Mrs. Marjorie Ludwig, and Mrs. Athiene
Blake attended the first meeting
of four to be held on basic sew
ing which was heJd on Feb. 10
at the Nobleboro Grange Hall.
Each clothing leader will schedule
“Sew Easy for Beginners” classes
in their own communities.
The
next meeting will be held at the
Farnsworth Museum in Rockland.
The next meeting will be held
the home of Mrs. Gwendolyn
Sukeforth on Thursday, March 8,
10.30 a. m. Mrs. Mabel Folsom,
Home Demonstration Agent, will
conduct the meeting on “Your
Food- Your Pocketbook and You”.
--------- ---------

rive. If they go by Express from also write a weekly column on
Knox County, it is an overnight market conditions in Boston, New
proposition. By automobile, it can York and Chicago for the Boston
be done in little over two hours, Sunday Herald.
if weather and traveling conditions
Poultrymen interested in basic
warrant.
knowledge concerning Boston egg
A lot of si-ck birds die before prices will have a chance to learn
they ever reach our Maine labora next Tuesday night. Poultrymen
tory, especially young chicks. That are not only urged to attend but
makes correct diagnosis much to be thinking of questions which
more difficult in many cases and the speaker will be prepared to
in hot weather it can practically answer.
make diagnosis impossible.
It is not necessary to be a memThere are some instances where • ber of the Association to attend,
an actual view of the flock would i according to the president, Mrs.
be helpful to the pathologists, but 1 Gertrude Hupper of Martinsville,
farm diagnosis is not yet even a ' but the off cers will be very
dream.
In fact farm diagnosis pleased to see new members add
could only supplement actual ed at this meeting. Membership
laboratory tests in some diseases. I receipts can be obtained from
However, the doctor does not Lester Shibles of Rockport, secrealways find it necessary to have j tary.
hospital laboratory tests for cor- ! The usual business meeting of
rect diagnosis. Many times the the Association will be held at 7.30
situation could be corrected in p. m.. alter which Mr. Curtin will
poultry flocks, if the poultrymen speak. The final event of the eve Leaders of 4-H
get behind the proposition and if ning will be refreshments served
need be express their wishes to by the ladies of the Weymouth Clubs Hear Dr.
our representatives to Legislature Grange.
at Augusta.
Briwa On Diets
You may not need It for a month Syrup Producers
Protein# for Teen-agers and
or a year, but if you stay in poul
Better Breakfasts were discussed
try there will come a time when Plan Advertising
very thoroughly at a 4-H Leaders
you will be glad that there is a
Winter may be here, but spring meeting Monday night in the
pathologist near enough so that
you can get the b rds to him in is not far away. Proof of the mat- Farnsworth workshop.
ter was given at a recent meeting
Kathryn Br.wa, Extension
time to do some good.
! It should be a seven day ser- here of the Maine Maple Syrup foods specialist told 4-H leaders
• vice for sickness takes no holi- Producers Association with offl- 8,1 abou* the amounts of protein
I days and we have no real seven cials of the Marketing Division, te«n-agers should eat, foods that
day service in Maine at the pres- Maine Department of Agriculture. con,ain protein and why a good
The purpose of today’s meeting breakfast with at least one-third
J ent time.
was to map strategy for a promo- of l**e day's protein should start
Curtin Speaks Tuesday
tion campaign sponsored jointly by ^he day off.
William P. Curtin, egg market the Syrup Producers Association
^>r- Briwa also demonstrated
specialist for the Boston Herald and the MDA. The campaign will making “Protein Sandwiches” as
will speak at the meeting of the take place during the syrup har- many of our teen-agers’ meals
Knox Country Poultry Improve- vesting season this spring, which, consist of sandwiches.
ment Association next Tuesday weather permitting, should be
4-H leaders attending were:
evening at the Weymouth Grange sometime during the middle of Mrs. Gertrude Hupper, leader of
Hall in Thomaston.
the Bicycle Boys and Lobster
March.
Mr. Curtin will he accompanied
Mrs.
During the campaign, the ad Buoys from Martinsville;
by Roland Senecal of Boston, man vantages of purchasing Maine Hazel Gammon and Mrs. Freda
ager of the egg division of H. P. maple syrup, packaged in con Stimpson from White Oak, North
Hood and Sons. Mr. Curtin’s vis:’ tainers bearing the famous Blue, Warren; Mrs. Leda Martin and
is being sponsored by the Hood White and Red quality trademark. Mrs. Elizabeth Hill, Georges Valflrm.
will be publicized through news- Icy Boys in Warren; Mrs. Mildred
Mr. Curtin is thoroughly fami- papers, radio and television.
Gammon. Warren Wonder ffodtliar with the operation of the Bos
Representing the Marketing Di- er»; Mrs. Evelyn Noyes, Mrs.
ton egg market and the prica vision, Maine Department of Agri- Athiene Blake and Kenneth Noyes,
quotations that appear in the daily culture at the meeting were: Meadow View in North Union.
papers are prepared by him. He George Chick, chief, of the DiviWilliam Sperl and Conrad Steele
sion of Markets; William P. Char- from Pine Tree Boys in Washing
ton, assistant chief in charge of ton; Mrs. Betty Sperl and Mrs.
marketing; and Merritt Caldwell, Marion Steele from Chickadee
SEE THE NEW
assistant chief in charge of inspec- Girls Club in Washington; Cecil
tions.
Annis,
Ayrshire
Dairy
Club,
CLINTON
Members of the promotional Simonton’s Corner; LeRoy Brown,
HIGH SPEED
committee of the Syrup Producers Busy Farmers, North Nobleboro;
UTE WEIGHT
Association were; Richard Eaton, Mrs. Thelma Brown and Mrs.
LOW COST
Exeter; John Wilder, Norridge Maude Spear,
Kiddie Kookers.
wock; and Warren Voter, Farm North Nobleboro; Mr. and Mrs,
CHAIN SAWS
ington.
Bernard Newbert; Happy Go
As Low As
Lucky Club, Waldoboro; Mrs. Vir
ginia Howard and Mrs, Ida Hunt
$162.50
from the Luck Leaf Club In Coop
Complete with
ers Mills; Mrs. Eugenie Wood
OODGE-PIYMOUTH
ward
from Wawenock Club in WaL
Guide Bar and Chain
pole.
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.

Chas. E. Stackpole
-

Warren E. Schmidt, coordinator

, Continued the President, “As
you improve your talents and un
dertake responsibilities for better
ing your communities, you will
continue to contribute to the
He gave particular recognition strength of our free nation.”
to the importance of adult 4-H
He opened his message to the
club leaders. Hi said. ”1 pay tri 4-H club members of the United
bute to the 352 000 local volunteer States by saying. “All of you have
leaders who help make your my warm best wishes as you look
achievements possible. I am con forward to National 4-H Club
fident you, your parents, and your Week, beginning March third. In
Extension workers deeply appre the past year you have added
ciate the capable and generous much to your fine record in farm
guidance which those public- ing,
homemaking.
community
spirited men and women have service, and other activities.”
given you toward learning to ap
Maine 4-H club members are
ply modern science on your farms enrolled in nearly 7500 projects in
and in your homes and toward agriculture and homemaking.

just dorit have the "reach "

bacitracin.

Speaker Before

A farmer with a sick cow gets
a veterinarian on the job in short
order night or day for that cow
may be worth a couple hundred
dollars or more. The farmer with
a flock of hens can lose far more
than the value of a cow when
diagnosis is delayed.
I The farmer pays the veterina
rian for services for his sick cow
but the poultrymen expect all
their vet service free of charge.
That’s the way it’s set up and
is it good?
We can send birds Express to
President Dwight D. Elsenhow
Orono, take them up by car or
ask our service man to send them er has sent a special message to
or take them. Any way you figure 4-H flub members of Maine and
it, it is hours before the birds ar- the nation on the occasion of Na
tional 4-H Club Week to be ob| served March 3 to 11.

r> •

antibiotics — penicillin, streptomycin and

BE OBSERVED MARCH 3 TO 11

i

Some antibiotics

Let’s consider the narrow-range or so-called “selective”

I.F.Y.E. Coordinator

There are many millions of
birds in thc counties of Knox, Lin
coln, Kennebec and Waldo coun
ties, certainly enough to support a
branch Laboratory, strategically
, located so that any poultryman in
j the area could take birds in and
' return to his farm in hall a day.
We need enough pathologists so
that we at least can have a diag
nosis within 24 hours. The only
way we can get this sort of ser
vice now is to have some dis
ease in our flock that is not now
prevalent in Maine and is a peril
to surrounding flocks.

New England Poultrymen

Same thing is true of antibiotics.

NATIONAL 4-H CLUB WEEK WILL

THOMASTON, MAINE
TEL. 194-3
6-S-tf

Norman Ness, Extension dairy,

First Choice Used Can

•man, will be at the next 4-H lead

ROCKLAND
SU MAIN ST.
TEL. IM
104-tf

ers meeting to be held on March

VWMNMWWWMAMMMMMMWr

12 at North Nobleboro Community
Hall at 7 p. m.

6.30 and Finnish service at 7.30
with Rev. W. I. Lyvonen of South
THOMASTON
Paris as speaker. Monday eve
News and Social Items, Notice* am Attvertisemee ••• nay be tent
ning at 7.30 members will hold
n telephoned t«
Cottage devotions at the home of
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT IHOB -IT. TEL 158 5
Mr. and Mrs. N. Jalonen in North
Waldoboro. Wednesday evening at
Miss Joan Monroe has returned the Masonic Temple. The occa 7.30 there will be a meeting of
home after a few days’ visit with sion will begin at 7.30 when Wor thc Women’s Guild and Men’s
her grandmother. Mrs. Isaac Me- shipful Master Victor Hills will Brotherhood.
conduct a Master Mason meeting,
Caslin. in Brunswick.
Rev. W’. I. Yloven w’ill hold serv
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Feyler at which time an appropriate Me
ices
at the Holy Trinity Lutheran
morial
Service
will
be
held
in
have returned home after visiting
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. N. A. honor of Worshipful George Wash Church in Thomaston Sunday eve
ning. Feb. 26. English service at
Tiffany, in Lakewood. R. I. and ington for Master Masons only.
In attendance at the social pro 6.30 p. m. Finnish service at 8
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Seavey in
Rockport, Mass. They also at gram will be members of Masonic p. m. Sunday School at 6 p. m.

tended the Ice Follies in Boston.
Mrs. Leila Smalley entertained
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith,
Jr., and daughter. Pamela, Mrs.
William T. Smith. Sr., and Mrs.
Estelle Newbert at dinner at the
Wore ester House in Hallowell re
cently in honor of the birthday of
Mrs. Newbert.
The Republican Tow’n Commit
tee will meet at the selectmen’s
office Tuesday evening at 7
o’clock
Those planning to at
tend are requested to be prompt.
Norman Moulton. Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Moulton of
Pittsfield, and grandson of Mrs.
Faustina Carney, was one of the
crown bearers at the MCI annual
Sno-Ball held at the Parks Gym
nasium recently.
Misss Helen Studley and Mrs.
Ethel Burgess are spending the '
weekend in Boston.
The Young People of the BYF
of the Baptist Church have as
their project the purchasing of
choir robes and are continuing the
sale of salt water taffy to finance
the project.

i uesaay-1 nursaay-iaiuraay
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Foge Six

fraternities. Eastern
Star and
their husbands and wives. At 8 p.
m. Elder George Woodward will
give the invocation. Worshipful
Master Victor Hills will lead the
flag salute and also give the ad
dress of welcome. Dr. E. R. Moss
will act as Master of Ceremonies.
The following program will be
presented:
Violin solo by Dr. Louis Benson
of Cushing with Mrs. Laurence
Shesler as piano accompanist.
Trumpet solo by Dr. Laurence
Shesler accompanied by Mrs.
Shesler. Vocal solos by Miss Lou
ise Lord of Warren accompanied
by Mrs. Marian Lermond vocal
and piano teacher of Warren.
Cello solo by Carl Webster of
Cushing accompanied by Mrs.
Laurence Shesler.
Address, “George Washington.
The Man and Mason’’ by Dr. Jud
son P. Lord of Warren, Past
Grand Senior Warden of Grand
Lodge of Maine. Violin solo by Dr.
Louis Benson accompanied by
Mrs. Shesler. Cello solo by Dr.
Laurence Shesler accompanied by
Mrs. Shesler. Colored movies of
the tournament of Roses at Pasa
dena will be shown as taken by
photographer Andrew Simmons.
Benediction by
Elder George
Woodward.
Refreshments will be served in
the banquet hall. Dr. E. R. Moss
is chairman of committee on ar
rangements and is assisted by
Worshipful Master Victor Hills.
Worshipful Everett Noble, Nor
man Connon and Henry Hastings.

offered a position which looks attractive, but has a “hook” in the
bait. This hook is that he must
invest some money in the enter
prise. In three cases out of four,
such an investment is very dan
gerous to make and the money is
lost. Finally, do not let anyone
get money from you by flattery
and telling you how smart you
are. Vanity and pride are the
two most expensive luxuries.

Guilty Of Assault And Battery

BIT’JARY
■ '•

When making ont yonr will re
member yonr church and your
hospital
MRS. LETTIE A. BAGLEY
Mrs. Lettie A. Bagley, 76, widow
of Joseph H. Bagley died at Cam
den. Feb. 23 after a long illness.
She had been a resident of Cam
den for more than 40 years.
Mrs. Bagley was born at Appleton. Aug. 24, 1880. the daughter of
John and Myra Bartlett Thorn
dike. She was an honorary mem
ber of Megunticook Grange and
a past president of Sons of Union
Veterans’ Auxiliary.
Mrs. Bag'ey is survived by four
sons. Ralph T. Bagley, Frank M.
Bagley. Edward H Bagley, all of
Camden, and Harold L Bagley of
Rockport; three daughters, Mrs.
Josephine A. Milliken Mrs. Edith
M. Bickford both of Camden and
Mrs. Florence G. Rolerson of Lin
colnville; 11 gi andehildren and 17
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Laite
Funeral Home in Camden, with
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr. Jr., offici
ating.
Entombment will be in
Mountain View Cemetery. The
bearers will be the four sons.

Wage Report
Required of

S. S. Recipients

Babson Discusses

gotland. Sweden, the son of Adolph
and Anna Hanson Benson.
He was a member of Rockland
Lodge AF&AM. the Scottish Bodies
of Rockland and the Maine Con
sistory 32nd degree. He was a
35 year member of Rockland
Lodge BPOE and a member of
the Lutheran Church at Worces
ter, Mass.
Mr. Benson was owner and
operator of Newbert’s Restaurant
for several years, selling the
establishment
following World
War n. due to 111 health.
Prior to entering the restaurant
! business, he was for many years
a theatre manager, managing the
Park Theatre in Rockland as his
last assignment prior to leaving
that field.
Surviving are his widow, the
former Catherine Linster; two
brothers,
Ernest Benson and
Emile Benson, both of Worces’er,
Mass.; one sister, Anne Carlsea
of Shewsbury, Mass., and severa1
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Rus
sell FuneTal Home, with Rev.
Charles R. Monteith officiating. In
terment will be in Achorn Ceme
tery. Rockland Lodge BPOE will
conduct ritualistic services.

People who continue to work
after becoming eligible *for oldRetiring From
age and survivors’ insurance pay
ments should find two provisions
Business
of the 1954 amendments to the So
With all this talk today about cial Security law of vital import
President
Eisenhower
retiring ance to them, according to George
from the Presidency I grasp the M. Field, district manager of the
opportunity to discuss the general Augusta Social Security office..
problem of retirement as appli
Both of the new provisions arc
cable to officials and to wage effective for 1955 and later years.
earners or corporations.
Field stated that all beneficiaries
Probably' a compulsory retire who earned more than $1200 in
ment plan is wise for most busi- 1955. are required to file an anness organizations; at least, so nual report with the Social Securfar as it applies to the specific ity Administration before March
Photo by Cunen
position which the man holds 15. 1956. unless they reached age
Principals in the shooting incident for which (uccinello was on
This, however, should not neces- 72 before 1955.
trial. From left to right, as they waited out the Jury's decision Friday
night are: Walter Firkins, Donald Footer, Dianne Ruth Valenta and
sarily mean that he would leave
The first of these new provisions Betty Isiu Williamson.
WALDOBORO
the employ of the company. The
exempts beneficiaries who have
present custom of demoting ac
(Continued
from
Page
One)
and
in
that
way
a
decision
might
MRS. RENA CROWELL
attained the age of 72 from the
Correspondent
tive Presidents to inactive Chair“retirement test” in the law. ent was guilty of mis-judgment, t>,‘ reached.
Telephone Temple 2-9281
nun of the Board might be ap
As Justice Rudman completed
Under thc old law. a beneficiary even stupidity but not intent to
plied to other officers and even
his supplementary charge. Forehad to be 75 to be exempt. This kill.
foremen. There should be some
He told thc jury that Cuccinello man Fred Perkins, Jr., of Warren FARNHAM S. STONE
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Sukeforth
means that persons eligible for
happy medium between dropping
Funeral services were held were In Boston over the weekend.
payments who are 72 or older need had no right to ask for Pooler's advised him that there were three
an employee entirely and thereby
Mrs. William Bragg, Jr., and
not retire from active employment identification, or to point the gun portions of the testimony which Thursday for Farnham S. S'one of
losing the benefit of his years of
in order to receive
regular at them but this was not the they wished to have the court re Pleasant Point at the Russell Fun daughters Sharon and Charlotte
experience, and continuing him
corder read back to them,
eral Home with Rev. Karl Kings of Farmington are visiting her
monthly social security checks. crime he is being tried for.
with the business in some capa
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Henry are
The sections of the testimony bury of the Federated Church of parents,
Handling the gun before the
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy
Field said. Social security pay
city.
spending the weekend in Boston.
ments to them are like a straight jury box and pulling the trigger included the cross examination of Thomaston officiating. Interment Gross.
Roy Emerson
has returned
Although age may not be a good annuity. For these workers, pay several times Rubin argued that Cuccinello by Mr. Harding; the was in Pleasant View Cemetery,
Mrs. Celia Gross of Gorham is
home after spending two weeks
yardstick, yet it is one measure ments will continue for life with if Pooler had been standing erect redirect by Mr. Rubin and state- Pleasant Point.
spending her vacation with her
a<t the Sea-Bee Training Center in
of a person’s energy. 1 forecast out interruption.
sister, Mrs. G. H. Coombs.
Benefits for as Rubin said he testified, the bul- ments last read by Justice RudDavisville R. I.
the time when accountants will
CLARENCE B TOLMAN
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Dow, Sr.,
months in the year before a per let would have gone straight man.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jordan
insist that their annual audits
Clarence B. Tolman, 76, pioneer are on a motor trip to Florida,
The reading of the testimony
son reaches age 72 and in which through his body, instead of tak
and son Clinton, and Miss Susan
show the age of all officers and
requested consumed one and one poultryman of Warren, died Fri- Key West and Cuba.
he earned wages of over $80 or ing thc downward path it did.
Campbell of Brewer were Thurs
important foremen, and probably
quarter hours and the panel re at Rockland. Mr. Tolman had
Mr. and Mrs. Levitt Storer are
Charges State Witnesses Vague
worked in self-employment, may
day dinner guests of Mr. and
tbe age of the direc'ors. Retire
tired for further deliberations been in poor health for the past in Boston for a few days.
be withheld if the year's earnings
He
charged
the
state
witnesses
Mrs. Ralph Jackson.
ment, however, should be decided
two years.
at 11.30.
Miss Ellie McLaughlin has re
exceed $1200.
with submitting unclear, vague
from many standpoints. Age is
Miss Mabel McGlauflin has re
He was born at Warren, June 9, turned to Stamford, Conn.
Cuccinello Waited
The
other
new
provision
in
the
testimony
and
asked
the
Jury
that
one definite factor.
turned to South Porltand after
1879 the son of Nathan and Mary
Mrs. Virgil Morse, Jr., has left
Anthony Cuccinello, the accused
Another important consideration !aw affScta those under 72 years they temper their deliberations
spending a few days as guest of
Burton Tolman. He started his for a six weeks course in Cancer
Church News
of
age.
Fir
this
group
a
liberal

with
charity,
not
sympathy.
man.
waited
out
the
long
hours
is the character of wo.k which an
Mrs. Dorothy Welch.
poultry business in 1916 at the for nursing in New York. Mrs. Morse
Mass will be celebrated at St.
He concluded his summation by while the jury was out in the Murxecutive should do after he is ized "retirement test” provision
Mrs. Dorothy Welch entertained
mer Leonard Gammon farm on is the superintendent of Miles
James’ Catholic Church Sunday
pleading with the jury to “save nicipal Court room on the ground
sixty-five or seventy years of age. applies, Field stated.
friends at a dinner party recent
the
western side of North Pond. Memorial Hospital, Damariscotta.
morning at 9 o’clock.
If the total of a person's earn our system regardless of decisions floor of the courthouse.
' which he bought in 1908. He ex
I seriously question whether it is
ly. Guests were: Mrs. Grace Cun
She will study a,t Memorial Cen
Morning prayer service at St.
ings
(including
all
wages
and
selfof
the
people
outside
the
court

Many of the long minutes were
advisable for such a man to be
ningham and daughter, Mary of
panded the business in 1922.
ter for Cancer and Allied Diseases
John’s Episcopal Church Sunday
I
employment
income
whether
cov

room."
spent
in
company
with
his
brother
kept in a position requiring energy
Bath, Mrs. Mabel McGlauflin of
He was a member of the Warren in a special nursing education
at 7.40 followed by Holy Com
Following Rubin. Harding spoke and counsel. Domenic Cuccinello.
or important decisions. There are ered or not) is $1200 or less in a
South Portland and Mrs. Char
Baptist Church, a charter mem project sponsored by the Maine
munion at 8 o’clock. Sunday
many other phases of work that year, he is entitled to 12 months in a short rebuttal to Rubin's sum The remainder of the time he ber of the Warren P.T.A., and he
lotte LaCrosse of Rockland.
Cancer Society.
School at 10.30.
spent looking out thc windows to- i
he could do excellently, such as I benefits. One month’s benefit will mation.
Mrs. Maxine Beckett was host
was also affiliated with the Warren
Sunday School at the Assembly serving as employment manager. . be withheW tor
ward the Universalist Church,
WO (or part
Haziness Attributed To Honeaty
ess to the R. B. Club Wednesday.
Grange and with Knox County
of God Church Sunday morning or in public relations. These are i thereof) in excess of $1200. but no
A social evening was enjoyed and
Harding told the jury there was hardly moving for minutes at a Poultry Improvement Association. MATINICUS
at 10 o’clock followed by service positions which require ability ! benefll win be ^thheld for any
time.
James Thompson
has been
refreshments were served. Attend
no philosophy involved.
They
Besides his widow, Margaret
His wife and children were not I
of worship at 11 with Rev. Robert that can be secured only by ex- month in which the individual
ing were: Mrs. Marguerite Em
were not concerned with mob rule
Montgomery Tolman. he leaves home from Waldoboro High School
neither earned wages of more
Dickinson. Evening service at 7 perience.
erson. Mrs. Lucy Mayo, Mrs.
but only with the facts in the case in the courtroom in thc afternoon six sons, Lewis Tolman of Win for a week.
than $80 nor rendered substantial
o’clock. Tuesday, Christ Ambas
and through the hours the jury
June Thompson has returned to
Therefore, I appeal for thc prac
Maxine Mahoney,
Mrs. Rose
as stated to them by witnesses.
throp, Wesley Tolman of Waldo
sador Young People will meet at tice of changing a man’s work services as a self-employed per
Morse. Mrs. Charlotte Konelick
He attributed any haziness on was out. Mrs. Cuccinello’s endur boro, Edric Tolman and Baxter Vinalhaven after spending several
the church at 7.30 p. m. Wednes after he reaches the retirement son in his trade or business.
and Mrs. Nathalie Hahn.
the part of the state's witnesses ance had broken shortly after noon Tolman, both of Warren, Curtis days at home.
day evening service at 7.
If a person's total earnings in to honesty. What they could not and she was taken from the court |
Patricia Philbrook and Vance
j
age,
but
not
necessarily
making
Tolman of Wiscasset and Eugene
Mrs. Roy Emerson entertained
Bunker were home from Gould
Federated Church School Sun him retire from the company. the year exceed $2080, he will remember they did not testify to. room, weeping.
Tolman of Brant Rock, Mass.;
the members of Girl Scout Troop
Academy for a part of their vaca
day morning at 9.45 with Mrs. This especially applies today when usually receive no social secur Harding explained.
Pooler Endured the Wait
three
daughters,
Mrs.
Es
6 Thursday afternoon in honor of
tion.
However, pay
Karl Stetson superintendent. Ser | surgery and medicine have over- 1 ity payments.
In Justice Rudman’s charge
thc ninth birthday of her daugh
The man whom Cuccinello was ther Wotton, of Warren, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Ames and
vice of worship at 11 with Rev. j come many of the effects of age. J ments will not be withheld for to the jury he explained they charged
with
attacking
and
Nathalie Tansey of Scarboro, Mrs.
ter. Linda. Games were played
Carl Kingsbury Field Minister of The studj- of old age has already months in which he neither earns could return with one of four ver- wounding. Donald Pooler, spent Phyllis Spady of Washington, D. daughter, went to Brunswick on
with prizes being won by Janet
the Congregational-Christian Con become a science, known as Ger wages of over $80 or works in diets. They had a choice of find- the time in the lawyer’s room in C.; one sister, Miss Florence-Tol Monday for a week.
Prescott, Doreen Abbott. Jeanne
Mr. and Mrs. Orren Ames were
ference of Maine, as guest preach ontology. Two of the best authori self-employment. Field said. For ing Cuccinello guilty of assault back of the court room in comman of Augusta, and nine grand
Vinal and Bonnie Robbins. Re
Thursday supper guests of Mr. and
er. His message will be “The ties are Dwight S. Sargent, of the example, a person who works with intent to kill, assault, assault pany with his father, Guy Pooler children.
freshments were served including
Mrs. Wilmer Ames.
Temptations.” Solo by Robert Consolidated Edison Company of eight months and earns $2400 and battery, or not guilty.
' Of Watertown. N. Y. who has been
Funeral services Sunday at 2 p.
two special birthday cakes made
Mr. and Mrs Horace Young
Stackpole. Anthem by the choir, New York City, and Prof. Ward C. will receive payments for four
At 5.15 p. m., they asked Justice with him since the trial opened. m. from Simmons Funeral Home,
by Mrs. Emerson. The color
have gone to Quincy, Mass, on
months.
“Holy Is The Lord’’ by Holton. Halstead of Chicago University.
Rudman for clarification of cer
With them were Pooler’s com Warren. Rev. Sterling Helmer business.
scheme waa pink Invited guests
It should be remembered that in tain points and retired to resume
Nursery for small children durWhy should "compulsory retire
panions of the night of the shoot officiating. Burial in the spring
were: Sandra Barr. Ruth Weaver,
i ing the service of worship. Youth ment” require 100 per cent retire applying this new provision of thc deliberations 15 minutes later.
. ing. Walter Firkirt, Dianne Ruth at Fairview Cemetery, Warren.
Brenda Smith.
Myra Achorn.
Over 2,000 Maine poultrymen are
Fellowship group will meet from ment? A man might go on half law, all income from remunera
At 6.45 thc judge called them in- ’ Valenta and Betty Williamson.
Winona Watts, Roseanne Morri
enrolled in the Extension Services
. 6 to 7 p. m Monday. We-Two Club time after he reaches s'xty-five or tive employment or self-employ to the court room and arranged
son, Shirley Doyle.
CARL M. BENSON
Laying Flock Management Pro
It seems wrong, from ment even if not covered by so to have Sheriff Pease and depuwill meet at the church for a 8.30 seventy.
Maine eggs, chicken meat, and
Carl M. Benson died Thursday ject. Another 800 farmers are en
Grace Chapter. OES. observed
supper. Serving on the committee both the induvidual’s and the com cial security, is used to determine ties take them out for dinner at other poultry products are tops at his residence 222 Broadway.
Brothers Night at the Masonic
rolled in the Broiler Production
will be Mr. and Mrs. Adc Mers- pany's standpoint, to make him whether benefits should be with the Thorndike Hotel.
Use them regularIy for nutritlous Mr. Benson was born at Vester- project.
Temple
Wednesday
evening.
held.
felder, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ab retire altogether. It certainly
They resumed deliberations at 8 inexpensive meals.
There were 35 attending with
----------------I o’clock and continued until 10.15 ,
___________
bott and Mr. and Mrs. Robert should be possible to have one
guests from Garrison Hill Chap
Allen. Wednesday.
Cub Scout job continued by two men. both Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette, when they were called to thc court
Squash
is
rich in vitamin A,
SUNDAY: 3.00—5.40—8.15
ter, Wiscasset. Worthy Matron
SUNDAY THROUGH
room by Justice Rudman.
Pack 215 will hold its annual of whom would be acquainted j
FEATURE AT: 3.30—6.10—8.45
says Dr. Kathryn E. Briwa. ExLeola Rodemer welcomed all pre
with the work.
DAILY: 2.00—6.30—8.30
, Justice Rudman advised them ) tension Service foods specialist,
I blue and gold banquet.
sent. Dr. E. R. Moss spoke briefly
WEDNESDAY
that he was in no way attempting University of Maine.
Camden
Perhaps
too
much
consideration
'
Sunday
School
at
the
Baptist,
inviting all to George Washington
the most talked about motion picture... an unforgettable experience!
to hasten them but wished to read
Night on Tuesday. An invitation 1 Church Sunday morning at 9.45 has been given to a "retirement
to them a supplementary charge
age
”
and
too
little
to
a
"promotion
with
service
of
worship
at
11.
Dr.
NOW!
$130
CASH
NITE
SOCIAL
DANCE
was read from Aurora Chapter,
used hy a justice in 1851 and which
2 Technicolor Action
Kennebunkport, inviting all to in Elmer N. Bentley, Executive Sec- age". If a person is to be retired
ACORN GRANGE HALL
had become a famous one and ap
Wide-Screen Adventure.,!
at a certain age. it seems only
CUSHING
stallation on March»10. After the 1 rctarv of the Baptist Committee,
RICHARD
WIDMARK
plied in this instance.
reasonable that he should have 1
business meeting, refreshments will bring the message. Nursery
Every
Saturday Night
MAI ZETTEKLING
In the charge, he admonishi-d
been promoted at a certain age.
were served in thc banquet hall for small children during the ser
Mnslc by Hawaiianalres
"PRIZE
OF
GOLD"
the
jurors
that
they
must
consider
An old saying Is:—"It's a poor ,
by Mrs. Leila Smalley. Mrs. Em vice of worship BYE meeds at 6
Donation 50c
the opinions of the other jurors
rule which does not work both I RANDOLPH SCOTT
21-8-tf
ma Young and Mrs. Blanche Ler ' o’clock with a guest speaker.
DOROTHY MALONE
7
Fk<xnK SinaW • EtgANQR, PARSER. K'M Novak
ways."
I
consider
that
this
sug

mond. Table decorations were in Evening service at 7 with Dr.
gestion is very important. Youth
"TALL
MAN
RIDING"
Bentley
as
speaker.
Monday
evckeeping with the holiday. Follow
is very valuable to a business. Wc
Today at 2.00-6.30-8.15 p. m.
Ends Saturday: Walt Disney: WHERE WEN MM
_
ing refreshments a program hon i ning the BYF Lincoln Association
should learn to respect the sug
Rally
will
be
held
at
the
Little

oring the “Brothers” was en
"SONG
Of
THE
SOUTH"
TaTHf
*»
w,s4lW
MSSi
gestion is very important. Youth
joyed. Mrs. Margaret Stone read field Memorial Church in Rock
Sunday-Monday-Tuesday
is very valuabk* to a business. We ,
a short article about songs. Dr. land. the church bus will leave the
America's Favorite Pair
should learn to respwt the sugE. R. Moss rendered a vocal church at 6.45. Thursday, the
In a Gay, Bright, Full-Length
guestions of younger people.
Prayer
and
Praise
service
at
7.
(HL 852)
solo of his song. “Winter Time in
Fnn-Story . . .
Thc growth of most businesses
Sunday School at the Holy
Maine” accompanied by Mrs.
LUCILLE BALL - DESI ARNAZ
is due to the influence of youth
Blanche Lermond at the piano. Trinity Lutheran Church Sunday
within the business. As people
Double Feature
Worthy Matron Leola Rodamer evening at 6 o’clock followed by
get older, Ihetr judgment is in
M.O-M »”•* gave a short reading. Group sing worship service in English at
fluenced by a natural increased
SUNDAY
ing was enjoyed with Mrs. Ler
conservatism and timidnewi. It Is
CONTINUOUS
FROM 3—
mond as accompanist.
SOCIAL DANCE
necessary that every automobile
LAST COMPLETE SHOW
KOI Tit THOM.VITON
ObMTved George Washington
have brakes: but it is important
IN COLOR
GRANGE HALL
EARLY AT 7.45 P. M.
Nighl
that these brakes be adjusted so
Every Saturday — 9-12.30
that they "wear" only when the
The annual George Washington
Co-Starring JAMES MASON
MONDAY
Musk by the Nor’EBsters
brakes are intended to be on.
Masonic Night, under the auspices
Sunday at 3.00-6.30-8.30
IbinHtinn 58c Everyone Welcome
In
closing
this
column
let
me
of Orient Lodge, A E. and A. M
MATINEE
AT 1.30
83-B-tf
Weekdays, One Show. 7.IS
call to vour attention two dan ’
will be held Tuesday evening at
EVENING 6.30 and 7.50
gerous temptations which face all
persons who retire:
ACTIONFUL 3 HOUR SHOW
tl) A man who has made a I
success in his regular business ,
too often thinks he can make a I
With Arnold Slang. Darron McGavin. Robert StraussJohn Conte. Scroonp'ay by Walter Newman & L
success in any business. This is a j
novel b/He’ onAtgrtn
c by timer Bernstein. Produced 4 Directed he Otto Preminger
great mistake. Therefore, such a
MONEY IN 1 DAY
’50/100 S’1200
man should never start a new
V • VChoose your own way to re
SOCIAL ITEMS
business and. if possible, should I
pay . . . Take up to 24 months.
Ot "Ifout "fame Oaty
APPRECIATED
nkwirm at m MBMBl entt throayti tht
14
avoid taking a position in any J
©r othe»r pion*
Intro Hsoenet Mti'it,. ! :fe ln«i|ran'»
’
DOCKLAND
She wot on angel in name only!
business very different from the

Theatre

forever

LOANS

'K,

PUBLIC LOAN
359 Main Street

CORPORATION
Of ROCKLAND

Phene: 1720

one to which he has given his life.
'2) After a person retires from
bumness and has become "Itchy”
(or something to do, he may be

a

Write or
Telephone 770
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Fog*

Sotm

Thon And Winter Win Academy Awards
Worship services for members
of The Church of Christ will be
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock
street. Evangelist Dwainc Evans
of Augusta will lead.
» ♦ *

THERE'S A
MOUNTAIN

STRENGTH

The Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
will hold services at GAR Hall on
Limerock street. Sunday. Pastor
George Woodward. Church School
at 10 a. m.. Preaching. 11 a. m.
* * ♦

At First Universalist Church
Sunday at 11 a. m.. Rev. George
Henry Wood will have as his topic.
"The Verdict", in recognition of
thc trials being held in Knox
CountV courthouse this week. All
P'r8on arc welcome and the
, 6 a. m.
'Church School meets with Supt.
• » »
Sam Collins at 11 a. m. Ushers
are Palmer M. Pease and Rich
St. Bernard's Church In Rockard G. Spear. Musical selections
i land, Sunday services, 8 and 11
are by the 14 voice choir with Mrs.
a. m.; St. James Church, Thom
Esther Rogers, director, and Mrs.
aston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of Good
Vesta Orr. organist. Lenten man
Hope Church, Camden, 9.30 a. m.
uals are available at the litera
Confessions at St. Bernard’s Rock
ture table.
land, Saturday, 3.30 and 7 p. m.
The schedule of the week of

St. Peter's Episcopal Church:
Order of Services: Parish Com
munion and Sermon, 9.30 a. m.;
I Communion
Breakfast.
10.30;
Church School. 11 00. Weekdays.
Mass, Tuesday. Thursday and Friday at 7.30 a m„ Wednesday,

Mount Lassen in northern California
towers majestically heavenward, its im
mense size a tremendous sight to man. It
has long been considered an inactive vol
cano, yet it maintains an active warmth
in its depth that is shared with lakes and
springs at its base.
Somehow it reminds you of the tower
ing strength of Christianity. Christianity,
like Mount Lassen, is visible to all in its
vicinity. It is a mountain of strength, with
endless opportunities for exploring its
mysteries.
Christianity imparts warmth to all who
approach it. From its depths there spring
rivers of living water to quench the thirst
of your soul. And though each person
touching this mountain should take away
with him all he could carry to scatter
through thc world, yet its bulk will not
diminish.
Gaze upon that Christianity that is like
a huge mountain. Be warmed, refreshed,
and strengthened through fellowship and
worship each Sunday at Church.

The power of Christian healing Fib. 26 include*. Monday a. th«»
vestry at 7 p. m.. Boy Scout Troop
in all ages will be set forth at 203 with Scoutmaster E. E. HarChristian Science services Sunday ringtoni and pIang have becn made
"Christ Jesus." Selections from for a Tr0opbayt, and parentfi sup_
in the Lesson-Sermon
entitled per at th€ vegtry on March 19;
the King James Version
of the on Tuesday at 2 p. m.. the Chapin
Bible will include the account of Class meets with Miss Jenme
Christ Jesus’ healing of the "man Brown. 19 Beech street; on Tues
whose right hand wax withered" day at 6 p. m.. the choir will hold
as recorded in Luke’s Gospel a supper rehearsal meeting at the
(6:6-12). The Golden Text is from home of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel’W.
Psalms (45:2) "Thou art fairer Collins. Jr.. Samoset road;
on
than the children of men: grace Wednesday at 6.30 p. m.. the anis poured into thy lips: therefore nual Blue and Gold banquet of
God hath blessed thee forever." Cub Pack 203 for boys and parSunday School is at 10.30: Sun- ents wiM be held at the vestry
| day services at 10.30; Wednesday with Cubmaster Alfred L Benner
I night services are at 7.30.
and a committee in charge. Foim-

THE church for ALL . . .
AU FOR THE CHURCH
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Sunday

Paalm,

Monday
Psalm.,
Tuesday
Job
V ednesd'y Isaiah
Thursday Isaiah
today
J„hn
Saturday Revelal

basisadors will have their meet
ings at 5.45. Tho pre-service pray BEHIND
er meeting will be at 6.45 in the !
smaii vestry. Tlie evening service
will open at 7 with a praise ser- j
vice. There will be vocal and instrumental music, and Mr. Bar
ram will speak on the subject.
"They Watched Him There". This is
• *
service will be broadcast over
WRKD from 7.30 to 8.
Meetings during the week will
include the Colonist Pioneer Girls I
on Monday’ night at 6.30;
thc
Golden Hour of Prayer. Praise,
and Bible Study on Tuesday at j
17.30; on Wednesday the Women’s I
l Association at 2.30. the Pilgrim

THE SCHOOL LUNCH COUNTER

Anne Davis will play "Prelude in At the Congregational Church. I Pioneer Girls at 3.30. the Boys
A" by Whiting. "Offertory” by Hev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor, i stockade, divided into two groups

Chapter Ver’PS
121
1-8
126
1-6
38
1-18
1
10-20
12
1-6
23-38
>n
7
9-17

4

■* Copyright 2966, Ketoter Adv. Service. Straiburr. Va.

er Cubmaster Alfred L. Nichols
will be the honored guest of the
evening, and Edward Ericson of
the Rockland Recreation Department will be the featured speaker,

The Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church. Merle S. Conant, minister,
1 will meet for worship at 10.30 The
pastor will preach on the subject
j "Jesus and the Power of God."

Two artists of this area have been announced as award winners in tlie annual exhibition of the National Academy of Design which opens in New York this week. William Thon of Port Clyde has been
awarded the Samuel Finley Breese Morse Gold Medal for his Spring Mist. A Monhegan artist, Andrew
Minter, received the Saltus Gold Medal for Merit far his work. Winter Crossing, which shows the Port
Clyde lo Monhegan mail boat making its way into Monhegan harbor after a crossing from the mainland,
and which is the picture reproduced above. Another Maine winner in the national competition was Ste
phen Etnier of South Harpswell, who was second in the Benjamin Altman landscape competition.

I Zeuner, and “All Glory, Laud, and Second Sunday In Lent will be ob- , „<)W because of the large numb,er, |
Honor’’ by Teschncr. Tlie junior served at the worship at 10.40 and I both
it 7.
7 and
and the
Ih choir •
both meeting
meeting at.
r choir will sing
selections, and Hev. Stanley B
rehearsal at 7.30; on Thursday the
‘ C. Eugene D< Groff will present the ,
Christian Education for
Junior Ambassadors at 3.30; and
' solo "Ave Verum" by Mozart. The j Congi egationalists of Maine.
I the prayer hour on Saturday at !
»I Church School meets at 11 o’clock visit the morning activities and ,7.30. The pastor’s class for those,
for study and fellowship. The i will apeak on "Home and Church desiring baptism will be held on
i Youth Fellowship will meet at 5.30. Working Together ”. Church School Wednesday at 7.30 and on Friday !
with Verna Studley conducting the i sessions will meet at 9.15 and , at 3.45.
I devotions. A Bible game will be ; 10.30. Mr. Hyde will meet with the j
Photo by Barde
i presented to the group to test chureh school staff in the church
Behind the counter in Rockport’s Elementary School kitchen are
Mrs. Agatha Frye and (Mrs. I na Ame«, cook and assistant, respectively,
i their knowledge of thc Scriptures, parlors at 3 p. m.. and at fi.30 will
i seen here building a mountain of peanut butter Madwiches to go along
i The meeting will be followed by a meet with junior high youth of CAMDEN
I with the menu of macaroni and cheese, stewed tomatoes, and mixed
i snack and social hour at the the parish. At 8 o'clock thc pastor
I fruit on tap for the day.
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
1 Humpty-Dumpty.
All members will hold his first Lenten study
Correspondent
the knowiedge with my readers.
By Elmer Barde
Telephone 2197
! are urged to support the occasion. group on the gospel of "St. John"
First, she must love children.
I The Boy Scouts will meet on to which a cordial invitation is
The month of February has been
Somehow, you do not really learn
! Monday night at 7 o’clock for the extended to all.
set
aside
as
one
in
which
to
ob

Mr. and Mm
Rankin
to love children until you have a
j weekly Scout program. On TuesAppointments for the week in
Mr. and
Milton Dyer. Eliza serve and learn to aippre-ciate the flock your own. maybe grand
j day afternon the Girl Scouts will clude: Monday. Girl Scout Troop
and Beth
were .school lunch program. The Cour children, too. Both women qualify
meet for Scout activities. Ger 1 meets at 3, Den Chiefs of Pack
„„
.
among those who attended the Icc
ier-Gazette has taken due notice on that score. Mrs. Fyre is the
trude Salo will conduct the session. 206 meet at 4 for training, follow- i Eollieg j
Boston thc past week.
wife of W’illiam Frye and is the
The weekly prayer service will be I ed by supper by Dens 3 and 4; and ‘
and has published pictures and
Mrs. Percy Hopkins left Friday
mother of seven children and. a«?
held on Tuesday night at 7.30 with Troop 206 meets at 7. Tuesday, the
stories
of
parents
and
pupils
shar

she says six and one-half grand
a study of the 13th chapter of Senior Choir rehearses at 7, and for Glastonbury, Conn., where she
ing a delicious look ng lunch at children. .Three sons, one iu far
Acts. The monthly Church School at 7.30 the Shore Village Gals will visit her daughter and sonsome of our Knox County schools. 1 away Cypress, another with the
in-law.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Francis
Workers’ Conference will be held meet.
Thursday, thc Odds and
But all of these were taken from Air Force in Germany, the third
on Monday night at 6 o’clock with Ends meet at 7.30 in the church. Frye. Jr., and her new grand
the "customers" side of thc count a student at Rockport High; fuur
Margaret Calderwood at 11 Birch Friday, at 7.30 a public meeting daughter. Gretchen.
As an old-time "sniff and daughters with two married and
There will be a Masonic Assem er.
street. The supper will be fol is held when Rev. and Mrs.
lowed by a business meeting and George E. Gilchrist present with ble. Saturdey. (tonight) at 8.30. snoop" of .the Marine Corps’ In the other two in the local schools'.
Una Ames, or Mrs. Leonard
discussion led by George Johnson, word and picture the report of The entertainment committee will spector General’s Department I
the superintendent.
The junior Christian work in Europe and the be Mr. and Mrs. Earl Marriner wanted to see what went on at the Ames to give her legal title,
choir will rehearse on Friday af Near East; the Junior Choir re and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hen other side of the counter, the boasts of Ave children and seven •
place where the food was pre grandchildren, three graduates,
derson.
ternoon at 3.30 with Anne Davis hearses at 3.15.
The Monday Club will meet Feb. pared.
directing and the senior choir will
$ * *
the other two students at Rock
Rockport’s
new
Elementary port.
meet for their rehearsal on Friday
At the Church of the Nazarene. 27. at the home of Mrs. Nerita
The reader will be Mrs. School on West street appeared to
evening at 7 o’clock.
Rev. R O. Johnston, pastor, the Wight
Another requirement, you must
be a good one to look over. I was
♦ ♦ ♦ •
Sunday School starts at 9.45 a. m. Dorothy Worthen.
like people and be a good mixer.
A meeting of the Business made most welcome by Mrs. Both girls do that. Mrs. Frye is
The South Thomaston Methodist with Ray Eaton in charge. MornChurch will meet for worship at 7 ing worship is al 10,45 and the Men’s clul> has been called for Agatha Frye, in charge of the overseer in Mt. Pleasant Grange,
o’clock. Rev. Merle Condnt will topic of the sermon is, “How An Monday evening. Feb. 27. at 7.30 ’ c00^ng. and her assistant, Mrs. active in Eastern Sfar circles and
! Una Am,JS and was
to 60 attends Rockport Baptist Church.
preach on the theme "Jesus and other Did It”. Thc Young People's to be held at the club rooms.
The Dandylions will meet at the I ahcad took ar°u»d I" the serthe Power of God." All members meeting is at 6 p. m. The evening
Mrs. Ames is, and has been for
of the parish are invited to sup service is at 7 and Ihe message is. home of Mrs. Mary Ellen Rons vlce' lht' critiron °f successful the past three years, master of
garbage can Limerock Valley Pomona of the
port the service.
“Something We Should Know". Tuesday. Feb. 26 at 6.30 p. m I <’ookin« is an
Supper will be prepared by the I 80 that waa ,he nrst thi"K 1 look
Thc Pathfinders will meet Monday
Grange, was for three years eloth
| ed for after noting the neat and
at 7 p. m. in the Cuthbertson's hostesses Mrs. Reba Small, Mrs. j
ing leader in th«- Extension Ser
immaculate appearance of galley
LOCATION
home on Upper Pleasant street. Vernette Robarts and Mrs. R<?tta .
vice, and participates in the ac
and
personnel.
There
was
no
gar

The
Trailblazers
and
Indian Tepe.
tivities of the Camden Church,
in BOSTONMrs. Leona Leonard and Mrs. ' bage can. The nearest thing to it Christ Scientists.
Braves will meet Tuesday night
, I could And was a trash barrel
at 7 o'clock at the church. The Leo Atkins are attending the Ice |
Busy as they are. both And time
holding some empty paper cups
mid-week
prayer
meeting
wil]
be
Follies
in
Boston
Miss
Carol
AtI
HOTEL
for lobbies.
Mrs Ames prides
‘ left by th«* three-cent orange ju'cc
held at Ihe home of Mr and Mrs kins and Evelyn Dean accompan
herself in a membership in the
j customers. Sure, the work table
Ray Easton. 75A Elm street, Cam ied them and will visit with Jane
Audubon Society and in addition
was cluttered, whose would not be
den.
Packard in Billerica. Mass.
to being a bird watcher, loves
' if they- had to prepare meals for
Mt. Battle Lodge. IOOF. will
OVIRLOOKING 4OITOM COMMON
j
nature. W’e even received an in
At the Littlefield Baptist Church work the third degree Tuesday. about 250, but it was clean and vitation to have coffee at her Sea
handy fo
'
Sunday, Chureh School will be held Feb. 28. A baked bean supper i that is what counts with me.
street home in Rockport at 5 a. m.
SHOWING • THEATRES
/
The menu for the day: Macaroni
at 9.45 a. m.; morning worship at will be served at 6.30 p. m. All
some cold morning to watch a
SUBWAYS • HISTORIC
and
cheese,
peanut
butter
san
l11 o’clock; church member train members are urged to attend.
flock of Mallards make their daily
SITES • BUSINESS
ing class at 5 p. m. in the vestry;
I wiches. mixed fruit and milk. Th .• niorning call. Brrr!
DISTRICTS
x '
Church News
price
was
25
cents
and
for
that
officers teachers meeting at 5.30;
Mrs. Frye devotes her spareA cordial invitation is given to 1 they even added stewed tomatoes
BYF will meet at 6 p. m.; teach
a vegetable.
Mothers, don’t time to knitting and crocheting
MODERN • COMFORTABLE
er training classes at 6 p. m. and attend the church with the friend- '
and as she says, her large family
ACCOMMODATIONS
evening worship will be conducted ly welcome, the Camden Pente- j feci too discouraged when y’ou
costal Church. Conway Road. Sunyourself unable to produce provides steady takers for the re
at 7.15 p. m.
day
School
at
1
p.
m.
This
will
!
such
a meal for such a amail sult of her hobby.
On Monday, the Association Bap
To lummarise w hat we found be
HABGB
CHILDREN UNDEk 14 ... NO CHAUGE
be
the
last
Sunday
before
the
price.
Uncle Sam helps from the
tist Youth Rall\ will l„ held m
hind the counter: W’e liked it and
PAIKING AVAILABLE
the church at 7 p m.; Tuesday j c‘os’n8 Sunday of our contest. Be istock of surplus foods made availwe hope for a return invitation. Aa
Missionary prayer meetinfe will sure to be present. There is a • able to all schools.
long as these tw’o girls are behind
be held at 7 p. m. The (Um. “Song class for every age. At the Young 1 Mrs. Frye and her aide cook
the counter in Rockport’s School
People
’
s
service
at
6.30
p.
m.
and
both
elementary
and
high
of the Shining Mountain", will be
kitchen, teachers and children will
the
Evangelistic
service
at
7.30
schools
in
Rockport.
The
lunch
for
shown.
Choir rehearsal will be
receive wholesome, healthy and
senior school is carried to
held at 8 p. m. on Tuesday On p in. this Sunday. Dr. and Mrs
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their
building
»n
top
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thc
hill
i
Frank
Potter,
pastors
of
the
Rock

Wednesday. Ladies Aid will meet
by
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Staphm,
usimr
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i
iu the vewtry at 7 p. m and Thurs land Gospel Center will be hold
INTIMATE COCKTAIL LOUNGE
lilten Sutherland at the
day. Missionary Society will meet ing two greaA Evangelistic serv boilers, and is served at the high
Hammond Organ
at the home of Mrs Norma IJor- ices. Dr. and Mrs. Potter are school lunchroom by Mr,. Cora
widely known evangelists, pastors, Turner.
taan? from 2 to 4 p, m
i
Over a cup of good coffee I had
gospel singers and musicians.
Sunday service at thc Fir,t Midweek prayer and praise serv a friendly chat with the two
Baptist Church will begin w th the ice will be Wednesday at 7.30 ladies working in thc kitchen I
Church School at 9.30. The morn p. m. Rev. Stanley Pinkham will : wanted to know just what kind ot
J a woman would voluntarily under
ing worship service will open at be giving a Bible study.
take to plan menues. obtain gro10.45, and the pastor. Rev. Ed
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! ccrios. and cook five meals a week
DELIGHTFUL DINING
ward T. Barram, will have as his
, tor so many kid.- land teachers,
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too), not to forget the making of
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Sponsored by
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

.Rockland - Camden - I nlon - Vinalhaven
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Distributors Shell Gasoline, Range & Fuel Oil
Utility Gas and Gas Appliances

G. H. ASTON & SONS

WALTER MORSE, FLOWERS

410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Luncheonette

For Vour Floral Needs

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

ROCKLAND LOAN ANO BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County in Thrift and Home
Ownership Since 1X88

Packard and Willys
Sales and Service

COMPTON'S
Mobil-Flame Bottled Gas Distributor
TEI. 1135
ROf KLAND, ME.

EASTERN TIRE SERVICE, INC.
M. E. WOTTON & SON
Floor Coverings and Interior Decorations

ALLEN BROWN

Retreading and Repairing
70 PARK ST.
TEL. 1555

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
AAA and ALA Emergency Road Service
TEI.. 8004
ROCKLAND, ME.

Men's Clothing and Furnishings
304 MAIN ST.
TEE. 1782

STANLEY'S GARAGE

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.

The Handiest Place In Town
TEL. 511
ROCKLAND, ME.

“Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Vour Money Bark"

ROCKLAND POULTRY CO.

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
Service As You Want It

CARL M. STILPHEN

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1888
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS
Prescription Specialists
438 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

Growers and Buyers of
Fancy Live and Dressed Poultry

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
Boston - Portland - Rockland
Belfast - Ellsworth - Yarmouth, N. S.

MCDONALD'S DRUG STORE
Prescription Service
THOMASTON. MAINE

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
Ford - Lincoln - Mercury
ROITE 1
THOMASTON, ME.

G & E TEXACO SERVICE
Wes Greene — Alfred Erickson
THOMASTON. MAINE

BURPEE FUNERAL HOME

Men's and Boys' Wear
433-435 MAIN RT.
ROCKLAND

EDWARDS AND COMPANY

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

The Cream of lee Cream

DANIELS JEWELERS

THE PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
Rockland's Leading Restaurant
Owned and Operated by the Mclntoshes

V. A. BURNS MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail
97 MAIN ST.
THOMASTON, ME.

Lloyd E. Daniels, Certified Gemologist
Registered Jeweler, American Gem Society

STARR BROTHERS, INC.
General Contractors
262 PLEASANT ST.
ROCKLAND

AL'S HAIRDRESSING

SEA VIEW GARAGE INC.

COLLINS & FOSS, INC.
CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER
Home of Dutch Boy Paints
588 MAIN ST.
TF.L. 25-W
ROCKIAND

MARITIME OIL CO.

KALLOCH FUEL SERVICE
MAKER WARM FRIENDS
Rockland 1311, If No Answer Call 896-R

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Morris B. Perry - Estab. 1904 - Earle C. Perry
Food Market Park SI, - Coal Office Main Rt

SUPERIOR 6AS & OIL CO.,
680 MAIN STRET

Dry Cleansers
ROCKLAND — CAMDEN

MILLER'S GARAGE
DeSoto — Sales-Service — Plvmontb
25-31 RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND

HUMPTY-DUMPTY RESTAURANT
Where Good Eggs Meet To Eat

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
Prescription and Fountain Service
THOMASTON, ME.

RICHARDSON'S
Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

Mrs.
beth Aines

Reasonably Priced!

Austin

Janii

Fog* Eight

Social Matters
Mrs. Christopher Roberts and
Mrs. Louis Cook wil-1 be hostesses
to Emblem Club members and
their friends Monday evening at
the home of Mrs. Roberts on Lake
avenue for the purpose of raisins
funds for a charitable project.

Mrs. Louise Duff has a bed of
snowdrops at her Summer street
home that are really rushing the
season. A lovely bouquet ot the
dainty flowers was pinked there
Wednesday
Volunteers for The Maine Can
cer Society Inc. Office in Rock
land for the week of Feb. 27 are:
Monday, Mrs. Edw. R. Noyes;
Tuesday, Mrs. Harold Dana and
Mrs. Edwin Lynch; Wednesday,
Mrs. William Hardy and Mrs.
William Munroe; Thursday, Mrs.
Merrill King and Mrs. Leslie A.
Wilson; Friday, Miss Margaret
Simms and Mrs. Joel Miller.

UNION
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOI

Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Owalssa 4-H Club was host to
several neighboring 4-H Clubs on
Monday afternoon at the gym.
Nearly 35 were present, games
were enjoyed and refreshments of
cookies and punch served.
Bethel Rebekah
Lodge will
serve the usual public diner on
Town Meeting Defy. March 12.

Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Goderre and
sons Randy, Scott and Jimmy
Blake were at the Camden Snow
Bow Wednesday.
S/Sgt. and Mrs. Keith Howes
(Patty Waters) announce the birth
of a daughter in Colorado Springs,
Colo.
Maurice Miller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richardson Miller is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital, Rockland.
Mrs. Martha Austin is employed
In Richard Gorden’s store.
Mrs. Florence Calderwood en
tertained the Friendly B Club on
Thursday evening. Two members
birthdays were remembered.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Small of Isle
Au Haut spent the
past week in
Rockland and visited relatives and
friends in Union.
Union schools re-open for clas
ses, Monday, Feb. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Leonard
and son, have moved to Waldo
boro.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Keene will
move March 1 to Nobleboro.
Mrs. Ann Farris has been ill the
past week with a strep throat ail
ment.
Seveu Tree Juvenile Grange had
28 members present for their day
meeting Wednesday. Three candi
dates, Joan Carroll, Mary Paul
and Stephen Jackson received de
grees. Maurice
Miller another
candidate who is ill was unable to
join. A dinner of potato salad,
meat, beans and home made ice
cream was served. The members
were given the opportunity to
participate in a talent show and a
fine program was given. Each
member receiving a prise for
their contribution.
The Grange
meets March 14 with a Safety
Program.
Mrs. Evelyn Bryer of South
West Harbor and Miss Betty Bry
er of Farmington Teachers College
visited several days the past week

KNOX HOTEL
THOMASTON

Sunday Dinner
Special
RIB ROAST OF BEEF
With

Gravy

Complete Dinner, $1.95
Serving 12 Noon to 3 P. M.

w HOME
BE

YOURS

FOR

LESS than

RENT!

Grossman
WILL SUPPLY
COMPLETE
MATERIALS, FIXTURES
For
Low

‘;.$2904

A

Month

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Local Representative

Amos Garrison
Tel. UM-WI

Phyllis Grant To

Legion Enjoyed

Head Lady Lions

Talks By Gen. Lowe ELLIS A. BOND ARE ENGAGED

REP. EBEN ELWELL DISCUSSED
STATE FINANCES, AREA SCHOOLS

And Ralph Bartlett

BEFORE EDUCATIONAL CLUB

The Lady Lions met Wednesday
evening

at

the

home of

DONNA ANN ROGERS AND

Esther

The February meeting of the years ago when the county of
A gathering of nearly 70 people
Women’s Educational Club of Knox had a population of 82,716.
at a monthly meeting of the Knox 1
t,
,,
j c.
ij
.u
years later its populaCounty Council of the American
Rockland
was opened
Friday
the Ninety-six
j
j
1
tion numbered 28.121.
Legion held Thursday night at the
15th, in the Farnsworth Museum
Lcgion Home in Rockland heard
| Rep. Elwell also spoke of the
by the president, Mrs. Mildred_
. . _.
_ _
.
Maj. Gen. Frank Lowe, chairman
J
area school. There are live such
Teel.
schools established in different
of the Maine Cancer Crusade,
speak of the cancer drive and
After the opening exercises, the parts of the state. The advantages
watched a movie pertaining to the i
afternoon speaker Rep. Eben El- of an area school are obvious since
well of Brooks, held the close at- jn can compete with city schools
subject.
Present were county representa
tention of the club members. His in development of an academic
tives, post members nnd their
address was on "Finances and program. Altogether Rep. Elwell's
Building Needs”.
address was informative and apwives. Also present were: Bernard
He spoke in detail on the prob- preeiable. This was followed by
L. Cratty of Portland. Maine De
partment Membership Chairman;
lems confronting the citizens of the treasurer’s and secretary’s reJames F. Barry of Gardiner, Ken
today. Rep. Elwell has had ten ports and Mrs. Emma Bradstreet’s
nebec County Council Chairman;
years’ experience working on criticism of words.
and Robert MacFarland of Thom
these different financial diffiBox lunch was served at 6 p. m.
aston, Third District Commander.
cutties and gave interesting comA musical program was preparisons of the state of Maine 96 sented during the evening session.
Also speaking to the council was
Ralph Bartlett, executive-secre
tary of the Rockland Chamber of
NEW ENGLAND LORE OF
Commerce. The council endorsed
Bartlett’s plan to petition Maine's
legislative candidates on the sub
ject of the improvement of Route
By Edward Rowe Snow
1 and the highway program. Bart
SKIPPER
sped
lett's petition urges the candidates
IRESON’S
Was Ireson’s out from Marble
to pledge their support to these
RIDE
head!
improvements.
Old Floyd Ireson, for his hard
The death by drowning of a
He plans to seek support for the
heart,
Rockland sailor in the year 1808
petitions from American Legion
Tarred and feathered and car
ofT
Highland
Light
led
to
the
county councils all over the state.
ried in a cart
famous poem, ’’Skipper Ireson’s j
Preceding the meeting, supper
By the women of Marblehead!
Ride
”
,
but
of
the
tens
of
thousands
1
was served the group hy the VVinwho have read and memorized Small pity for him! — He sailed
slow-Holbrook-Merrittt American
away
sections of that poem by Whittier,
Legion Auxiliary.
From a leaking ship in Chaleur
only
a
handful
ever
discovered
the
Knox County Council Command
Bay,—
truth.
er Wi Liard Howard was unable to
Uzzell photo
The brief details of the story Fathoms deep in dark Chaleur
Miss Donna Ann Rogers
attend but Vice Commander Arth
are that Capt. Benjamin Ireson of That wreck shall lie forever more.
ur Ingersoll of Port Clyde was
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Rogers Westbrook Junior College Port- the Betsy, a Marblehead fisning Said an old wife mourning her only
present in his place.
ot Thomaston announce the en land.
son
schooner, was returning home
Mr. Bond is a graduate of Cony from the Grand
^hpn he Cut the rouge's tether and let him
gagement of their daughter, Miss
Donna Ann Rogers, to Ellis A. High School and Gates Business was appealed to by the captain of
run!
Union Grade
Rond, -son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest College in Augusta. He attended the portian<j
Poor Floyd Ireson, for his hard
Maine, schooner
School News
the University of Maine where he Active, then in a sinking condition
heart,
Rond of Jefferson.
A summer wedding is planned. was a member of the Sigmn Alpha off Highland Light.
Tarred and feathered and car
The waves
tirade 1—Mrs. Cramer
ried in a cart
Miss Rogers graduated from Epsilon Fraternity. He is now were mountainous, but Skipper
Several children have been ab
By the women of Marblehead!
Thomaston High School, class of serving with the United States jreson sajd tlrat he’d stand by the
sent this term because of chick
In 1880 Samuel Roads of Marble
1954. Continuing her studies at Navy in the radar division.
sinking schooner, and take the
enpox and colds.
head told the true story of Ire
survivors
off
in
the
morning
Children with perfect attendance
But Ireson’s crew rebelled and son’s Ride, and sent a copy to
this term are: Sylvia Doughty, were made for the Valentine par Flower Show
ty.
President
Gail
Kirkpatrick
con

forced
him to return to Marble Poet Whittier. Part of Whittier’s
Larry Goderre, Louis Leach and
ducted
the
meeting.
The
program
head,
where
Ireson told listeners answer follows:
Dennis Taylor.
To Feature
May 18, 1880
meagre details of what had hap
| Children who have been absent was in charge of Dorothy Eckert
“My Dear Friend:
pened.
and
Leona
Anderson.
Refreshmen*
Home
Gardens
only one day this year are: Mary
I have no doubt that the ver
Immediately two other schoon
Collins. Maurice Miller, Janet committee was Phil Morine, Ber
Practical ideas for small home ers sailed for the location, but sion of Skipiper Ireson’s Ride i9
nard
Jackson,
nnd
Johnnie
Wa'kKnight and Janet Stewart.
gardens, with emphasis on subur- returned to port later, admitting
correet one. My version was
Dennis Taylor has perfect at er. We would like to thank their
Mean- aok'1y founded on a fragment of
mothers for the nice cookies and ban living, will highlight Boston’s thpy rould )lnd nothing.
tendance for the year.
Spring Flower Show, which opens w-hile, the crew falsely circulated rhYme w-hich I heard from one of
brownies.
Grades 2 & 3—Mrs. Stewart
At the last ranking period, those at Mechanics Building, Sunday, : rumors that Ireson had been the my ea,'y schoolmates, a native of
We had our Valent ne party last
j March 11. "Gardens On Parade,” \ one who w-ouldn’t wait for dawn ^ht^lehead.
receiv.ng all A's were;
Tuesday. Mrs. Hardie and Mrs.
Grade 4:
Linda Collins, Mary the theme of this year’s show, for a flnai rescue attempt, but Ire- , 1 suPPorsed the story to which
Wyman sent us some Valentine
son maintained a stolid silence. il rpferred dated back at least
Hardie, Harold Wentworth and paves the way for spring in all
cookies.
; New
England. Show- hours on
A day later the stoop Swallow haW a century- I am glad for the
ESTELLE MAE TOWNSEND
Dorothy Eckert.
Mrs. Hardie visited our room
Grade 5: Patty McAllister. Lee i Sunday, the opening day. are 1 to sailed into Marblehead with four sakp of ,ruth and justice that the
Tuesday.
AND LT., RONALD B. APPEL, JR.
10 p.
m. Monday, March 12 survivors from the Active. Captain rea' facts are now known,
Saucier, and Gall Kirkpatrick.
Sherwood Hilt made the best
Thy friend,
Reading tests from our News j through Saturday, March 17. the Gibbons and three fishermen from
TO WED IN SUMMER
original Valentine.
John G. Whittier."
the Active had been rescue-d; four
Times and Weekly Readers were hours are 10 a. nt. to 10 p. m.
Pam Gould’s mother visited
What to plant near your front others, including Stewart Holmes
given. Those having the highest
school on Wednesday.
entrance, how to handle a terrace, of Whitman, had drowned,
scores were:
Mrs. Celia Dennison
Everyone is back at school now
Resentment against Capt. Ireson
Grade 4: (Highest poss hie score how to arrange flowers on a bud
after having chickenpox.
was 60), Maty Hardie. 57; Linda get these and dozens of other now fanned into action, and a Honored At Stork
Grades 3&4—Mrs. Farris
Collins, 54; and Timothy Trask, ! practical hints are features of this crowd went to Ireson’s house, pullShower
The arithmetic contest between 54.
fabulous seven-acre flower show. ‘ ed him outside, placed him in a
the Bronco-Busters and the Space i Grade 5: (Highest possible score
Spectacular displays of orchids, dory they had brought, and tarA surprise stork shower was
Pilots was won by the Space was 40), Patty Brown. 39;
Lee I roses, carnations, azaleas, magno- I red and feathered him.
given Mrs. Celia Dennison re
Pilots. The losing side gave the Saucier, 38; and Patty McAllister, lias acacias and amaryllis, as
Pulling him through the streets
cently by her mother, Mrs. Her
winners a party.
well as all the favorite flowers of °I Marblehead,
they
reached
36.
bert Kirk, and her sister, Mrs.
Elsie Norwood has not been ab
Mr. Boudreau of the State spring, are being forced now for - Workhouse Rocks where the bot- James Thomas, at Mrs. Kirk's
sent a day since school started.
Police has fingerprinted the fifth Roston’s annual salute to spring. t0,n of the dory fell out and Capt. home. 135 Camden street.
We have, received several new grade.
Daffodils by air from Waterford. Ireson finished his ride in a cart.
Assisting hostesses were Mrs.
pupils this year: Bruce Brown in
Reaching the outskirts of Salem,
Polio shots were given Jan. 30. Ireland, desert plants from Ari
Frances Kirk. Mrs. Helen Kirk,
Grade) Three and William Burns. There were 24 in our room who
zona, tulips from Holland and the parade was stopped by resiMrs.
Annie
Dennison,
Mrs.
David Miller and Jane Miller in had them.
lilies from the Northwest ar(, dents there, and it turned around
Corinne
Kinney,
Mrs.
Dawn
Grade Four.
We had our Valentine’s party among the highlights of this year’s an<* marched back to Marblehead,
Our weather unit has been very Tuesday, Feb. 14. Lee Saucier and show. In addition, there will be ; "here Skipper Ireson was finally Bergren.
Invited guests were Mrs. Verna
interesting. The chart has beer
Sharon Miller made a very pretty extensive collections of African
a^
own door. He had reThomas, Mrs. Elizabeth Lom
faithfully kept, recording changes
box. Several games were played. ! violets grown by experts of this mained silent during his trip, but
bardo. Mrs. Theresa Miller, Mrs.
in the temperature.
as **e stood in his doorstep he
Gail Kirkpatrick won the prize for indoor favorite.
Rose Black, Mrs. Edith Candage,
We had lots of fun at our Valen
Gardens galore, with waterfalls B'an<'et* out at the assembled mob
writing the most words from St.
tine party.
Mrs. Olive Gilbert, Mrs. Shirley
Valentine’s Day.
Mary Hardie and pools, gayly planted slopes. an<1 spoke to them.
We are sorry Jo Ann Kennedy
"I thank you for my ride, gentle- Bodman, Mrs. Virginia Lufkin,
and
Ronnie Bennett
brought formal parterres, April’s bright
is not able to be at school.
Mrs. Joan Powell, Mrs. Frances
Valentine cookies to go with our colors, the lush bloom of May and men’ but you wiU Hve to re*ret
Janet Ivari was able to get the ice cream.
Grodcr. Mrs. Mary Jordan, Mrs.
it!”
the fragrance of June—all this and
! most words from Abraham Lin
Virginia Jordan. Mrs. Flora Gray,
Wondering
just
what
Ireson
had
more will make up this year's
coln’s name.
Mrs. Mabel Peterson, Miss Al
implii-d,
several
-leaders
of
the
sparkling parade of gardens.
NORTH WALDOBORO
Grades 4 A 5—Mrs. Heath
mob later talked with the mem freds Perry, Mrs. Lena Richard
Flowers and plants for window
Mrs. Laura Mank was a dinner
, We were very happy to welcome
bers of Ireson’s crew. Explana son. Mrs. Dorothy Spear, all of
gardens, brides’ bouquets and
Pat Brown to the fifth grade. Pat guest Sunday of Maude Mank.
tions by the shamefaced sailors Rockland; Mrs. Janet Dennison,
church settings, a room full of
made the others soon realize that Mrs. Bernice Havener and Mrs.
, is from Boston.
Sherwood Reynolds of Thomas
roses and a roadside picnic area
We had a candy sale Jan. 20. It ton is visiting at the home of his
a great injustice had been done, Lorraine Brown of Rockport; Mrs.
will round out the panorama.
was voted to donate the proceeds grandfather, G. Cleveland Walter.
an act of violence and shame to Dorothy Freeman of Glen Cove;
Junior gardeners, high school
Mrs. Carolyn Marshall of Cam
of $7.51, to the March of Dimes.
Mrs. A. W. Winchenbach "of and college students arc doing an innocent man.
Several from our room have Thomaston was a guest Tuesday
To the credit of the people of den; Mrs. Florence Havener of
their share, along with leading
been ill with chickenpox. Among night of Mr. and Mrs. Klaus
Marblehead, from the moment Crescent Beach and Mrs. Annie
landscape designers, professional
those absent were: Bernard Jack- Krooch.
they learned the truth they accept-1 Dennison of South Thomaston,
gardeners and hundreds of garden
son, Sharon Miller, Lee Saucier,
Guest on Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. club women, for this big event. ed Capt. Ireson again as a true 1 After Mrs. Dennison opened her
Judy Beverage, Wayne Cunning
citizen not to blame for his crew’s 8ifts w-hich were in a baby basLexton Mank were Mr. and Mrs.
Photo By Roger Paul Jordan
ham, Pat Brown, Gail Kirkpatrick, Wesley Mank of Bangor, Mr. and
re-luctance to risk their lives.
ket appropriately decorated for
Miss Estelle Mae Townsend
Linda Collins and Nancy Prescott,
Unfortunately, a native of Mar- the occasion, games were enjoyed
Mrs.
Lester
Moore
and
family
of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Towns late Capt. Ronald B Appel of ! Mary Hardie of Gradc Fflur ,g
blehead was a classmate later an<t refreshments were served,
end of Boothbay Harbor announce Staten Island. New York. He was with UB aRain aftrr vWting. in Washington, Mrs. Isa Teague and
with John Greenleaf Whittier at
Maurice
Watts
of
Warren.
the engagement of their daughter. educated at the Hill School. Potts- Eastport.
Haverhill Academy, and told Whit
Mrs. Virgil Morse, Sr., Mrs.
Estelle Mae, to Lt. Ronald B. Ap town, Penn., and Trinity-Pawling
Mrs. Cooper, our music teach
tier the beginning of the story.
Merlin
Eugley,
Mrs.
Everett
Shu

pel, Jr., of Friendship.
School Pawling. N. Y. He is a er, has been ill.
Whether Whittier’s classmate ever
man, Mrs. Mabie Cross of Wash
Miss Townsend is a graduate jet pilot in the 132nd Fighter In
Linda Collins and Leona Ander
knew the entire story is a ques
of Boothbay Harbor High School terceptor Squadron. Maine Air son, the board committee, have ington were Monday guests of Mr.
tion. but Whittier only was told
and
Mrs.
Lavander
’
Newbert
in
and Westbrook Junior College. National Guard. Currently, he is made some very attractive bord
the original version of the story
Portland.
Portland. She is currently em in his junior year at the Univer ers.
and thus wrote his, "Skipper Ire
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hildebrandt
ployed as secretary to the pur sity of Maine.
Several
games
have
been
son’s Ride”, part of which fol
chasing agent of
Frank
L.
A summer wedding is planned. brought to school to be pla.vel a! of Nobleboro were supper guests
lows:
Monday night of Mr. and Mrs.
Sample. Jr.. Inc., of Boothbay
recess and noon when it is too
Of ail the rides since the birth of
WITH THE
Use plentiful Maine potatoes to cold or stormy to go out on the Klaus Krooch.
Harbor.
time,
Mrs. Lavander Newbert of Port
Lt. Appel is the son of Mrs. E. keep down calories and food costs playground.
Told in story or sung in rhyme, I
land was a guest Sunday of Mr.
A Waldron of Friendship and the while keeping up food value.
At our last club meeting, plans
The strangest ride that ever was
Treat Year Home Ta
and Mrs. Merlin Eugley.
Mrs.
Ruth
Burnheimer
of
Top Performance
Sharp, clear TV Images; static-1
Brockton, Mass., was holiday guest
free radio reception . . , these]
at the home of her mother, Mrs.
NEW 1956 ELECTROLUX
FILMS DEVELOPED
watching and listening pleasures I
Gladys Burnheimer.
are yonrs when yon rely on ns]
Enlarged
VACUUM CLEANER—$77.50
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Warnoch,
for prompt,
efficient service!
ex Jumbo Prints
Philip Sullivan of Northhampton,
and repairs,
Terms As Little As S5.00 Down and S5.00 per Month
In Albums
Mass., have been visiting a few
ALLOWANCE ON TRADE-INS
days with Mr. and Mrs. Lexton
12 exp. 60c * 16 exp. 80c
Easy Monthly Payments
Your Present Cleaner Checked Free of Charge
20 exp. $1.00 • 36 exp. $1.75 Mank.

Novicka on Luce avenue with 15
present.
Assisting hostesses were Merle
Chapin Class meets Tuesday af
Weeks. Sue Nelson and Virginia
ternoon at 2 p. m., with Miss Jen
Sawyer.
nie Brawn, Beech street.
The nominating committee com
posed of Esther Novicka. Kath
The MacDonald Class met at
arine Akers and Dorothy Gordon
the Church Thursday evening for
presented the following slate of
Bible study under the direction of.
officers for the 1956-57 club year
Rev. E. T. Barram. This was a
and they were elected to office:
combined meeting of the MacDon
Queen Lioness, Phyllis Grant;
ald, Pilgrim and F.E.W. Classes,
first vice president. Ida Clark;
with 40 present Hostesses for the
second vice president, V.rginia
evening from
the MacDonald
Sawyer; third vice president. Rose
Class were: Mrs. Susan Hadlock.
Gotsis; secretary, Vera Warner;
Mrs. Barbara Wooster. Mrs. Betty
treasurer. Esther Novicka;
tail
Barram. Mrs. Virginia Stoddard,
twister. Betty Guay.
Mrs. Sybel Mills and Mrs. Audrey
The installation will be held on
Teel. From the F. E. W Class:
March 28 at the Thorndike Hotel
Mrs. Ida Yhilbrook. Mrs. Madelyn
with a banquet at 7 o'clock.
Shaw and Mrs. June Herrick.
The installation committee it
Ruth Fog-arty. Doris Abbott and
Eugenia Annis.
WARREN
The next meeting will be March
The Sewing Circle ot Ivy Chap
14 at Charlotte Coffin’s with
ter OES will meet with Mrs. Jes
Guay, Jan Uzzell and Myrtle Ham
sie Walker, Tuesday afternoon.
mond assisting.
The business will include election
of officers for the coming year.
A March 2 date line has been Square Dance
set for the Insertion of articles in
Festival Due
the Town warrant.
A supper meeting to organize a In April
Pilgrim Fellowship Society among
the Congregational Young peopl.
A state-wide square dance fes
of high school age will be held on tival is planned for Rockland
Sunday night frob 5.30 to 7 p. in., sometime in April, Edward Ericin the chapel. A film “The Secret ' son, city recreation director, said
of The Gift” will be shown.
Thursday following a trip to Au------ ------- ■-=:=-=-. =--== bum this week to attend a meet
ui th Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mat- ing of the Maine State Recreation
thews.----------------------------------------------Association’s southern section.
Woman’s Community Club will i Ericson, who is secretary-treavisit at the Warren Woman’s surer of the State Association, said
Club Thursday, March 1, at their plans for the festival as an annual
Club rooms at 7.30 p. m.
event were discussed at the meet
William Rocheon. Edwin Black ing. Rockland was chosen for the
and Linwood Staples, coach, and site with the activities to take
teachers at Union High School, ac place in the Community Building.
companied the local team to Lew
Ericson said that no competi
iston Thursday, to attend the tions would be held for dancing
tournament.
Walter
Greenlaw, during the festival but callers
manager; Westford Hannon and from all over the state would be
Button Ludwig, co-captains; John present.
Hanley, Vincent Williams. Fred
Present plans call for a commitMorine, Kenneth Calderwood, Tru tee with sectional representatives
man Hilt, Roger Austin. Craig to be appointed by the association
Walker Carl Cunningham. Jr., and to work out arrangements for the
Glenn Berry as team members. festival.
Rockland now has a Square
Annette Austin, Vonnic Noyes,
Charlene Ludwig. Lorraine Luce, Dancing club, the Rockland Square
Freda Prescott with Capt. Regina Riggers, who meet at the Com
munity Building.
Cunningham were cheer leaders.
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